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1.0 Objectives: 

This unit introduces you to two seminal American Women short story writers. After 

completing this unit, you will be able to: 

• know a brief account of the 20th century American Women Writers 

• know about the life and works of Katherine Anne Porter 

• understand the plot summary of “The Grave” 

• learn the characters in “The Grave” 

• learn the themes and other aspects in “The Grave” 

• be able to answer the questions on “The Grave” 

• know about the life and works of Katherine Anne Porter 

• know about the life and works of Flannery O’Connor 

• understand the plot summary of “The Life You Save May be Your Own” 

• study the characters in “The Life You Save May be Your Own” 

• learn the themes and other aspects in “The Life You Save May be Your Own” 

• be able to answer the questions on “The Life You Save May be Your Own” 

1.1 Introduction: 

 This unit discusses two short stories by two well-known American Women 

Short Story Writers namely Katherine Anne Porter (1890-1980) and Flannery 

O’Connor (1925-1964). You are going to study Katherine Anne Porter’s “The 

Grave” and Flannery O’Connor’s “The Life You Save May Be Your Own” in this 

unit. The unit presents the detailed summaries of the stories, the analysis of the 
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characters in their short stories and it also provides the critical commentaries on the 

themes, motifs and symbols used in the short stories. 

 Katherine Anne Porter’s is one of the prominent voices of the 20th century 

American Women Writers. Although she lived long, she published sparingly. In her 

writing career she produced 27 short stories and one novel, and yet her handful of 

stories stand among the best in American Literature. Her stories reveal originality 

and bear no mark of influence. “The Grave” shows signs of modernism where an 

incident in the present takes Miranda back in the past and makes her remember the 

other incidents vividly. 

 Mary Flannery O'Connor wrote two novels and thirty-two short stories, as well 

as a number of reviews and commentaries.She was a disciplined writer, who devoted 

each morning forwriting. She possessed a keen ear for southern dialect and a fine 

sense of irony and comic timing; with the combination of these skills, she produced 

some of the finest short stories in American literature.In “The Life You Save May Be 

Your Own” she shows southern life. The story displays how two people attempt to 

deceive each other and try to earn maximum benefit from one another. 

1.2  20th century American Women’s Literature:  

 The 19th century American Literature was mainly dominated by philosophers 

and writers such as Emerson, Thoreau, Alcott, and Hawthorne. They were 

instrumental in encouraging the women in their circles to both expand their 

education and writing. There were a few women writers such as Emily Dickinson, 

Mary Freeman and Margaret Fuller etc. who impressed American readers through 

their poems and short stories. Harriet Beecher Stowe’s Uncle Tom’s Cabin (1852) 

had achieved the popularity that no other novel in the 19th century had achieved. But 

the 19th century saw only a few women writers in America; their number was 

considerably low. In the 20th century due to the spread of education, awareness of 

women’s rights and the changed social situations women writers became literary 

forces in their own rights and produced remarkable works. 20th American women 

writers such as Katherine Porter, Sylvia Plath, Dorothy Parker, Flannery O’Connor, 

Tony Morrison, and Shirley Jackson primarily wrote about women’s lives, about 

their inner thoughts, feelings, imaginations as well as they expressed agony against 

the age-old patriarchal domination and racism in America which paved a way 

towards female identity, independence, enlightenment, and autonomy. 
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 Modern short story emerged as a new form of genre in the 19th century and 

American writers such as Nathaniel Hawthorn, Edgar Allan Poe, and O. Henry etc. 

wrote some of the brilliant short stories in English. 20th century women writers in 

America such as Willa Cather, Flannery O’Connor, Katherine Anne Porter, and 

Virginia Woolf wrote short stories with zeal. They wrote stories about women with 

wants and needs beyond just marriage and child-rearing, racism, and southern 

culture. Their longer works have been reappraised and canonized as the expression of 

20th-century feminist literature and ideology. However, their works, were never 

widely read or critically lauded during their lifetime.  

1.3  Life and Works of Katherine Anne Porter (1890 – 1980):  

 Callie Russell Porter alias Katherine Porter was born at Indian Creek in Texas 

state of America on 15 May 1890. She was the fourth child of Harrison Boone Porter 

and Mary Alice Porter. Her mother died when Katherine was two years old. She was 

raised by her father and maternal grandmother – Catherine Ann Porter, who lived in 

Kyle, Texas. Her grandmother influenced her so much that later Porter adopted her 

name. Her grandmother died when Katherine was 11 years old. After her 

grandmother’s death the father and his daughters lived in different parts of Texas and 

Louisiana. Katherine was enrolled in free schools wherever the family lived and it 

was only in 1904, at the age of fourteen, she was formally enrolled in a school.  In 

1914 she went to Chicago and worked as an extra in movies for a while.  

 In 1915 she suffered from bronchitis and was seriously ill during the 1918 flu 

pandemic. Due to medication, she became frail and completely bald! Her experiences 

of the illness are reflected in her short novel Pale Horse, Pale Rider (1939). In 1920 

she joined the Mexican leftist movement for a short period. Porter traveled between 

Mexico and New York between 1920 and 1930 and published numerous short stories 

in this period. Porter traveled widely, lived often in Europe and Mexico. “Maria 

Conception” (1922) was her first short story published in The Century Magazine. 

Flowering Judas and Other Stories, her first short story collection, was published in 

1930. It established her as a prominent American writer. Between 1948 and 1958 she 

taught at several universities in America such as Stanford University, the University 

of Michigan and Lee University etc. Her essays, articles and book reviews were 

collected in The Days Before (1952). In 1977 she published her last work The Never-

Ending Wrong.  
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 Porter is acknowledged as a master stylist of longer fiction. She supported 

herself through variety of jobs: as a reporter, screenplay writer, translator, as a 

lecturer, writer-in-residence, and guest speaker. She received a number of honorary 

degrees and prestigious literary awards which include Guggenheim fellowships in 

1931 and 1938, Fulbright and Ford Foundation grants in 1950s, the O. Henry award 

in 1962, the National Book Award and the Pulitzer Prize in 1966 for her Collected 

Stories (1965). Porter died in Silver Spring, Maryland, at the age of 90 and her ashes 

were buried next to her mother at Indian Creek Cemetery in Texas. She donated her 

works to the University of Maryland. 

 A brief note on Katherine Porter’s fiction: Porter’s fiction is filled with 

symbolism, irony and profound analyses of psychological and social themes. Her 

writing career can be divided into three periods marked by publications of her three 

collections of short stories and short novels. The first period is from 1922 to 1935 

which saw the publication of Flowering Judas, and Other Stories in 1935. It contains 

her short stories published from 1922. Here Porter’s fiction deals with the attempts of 

women to accommodate themselves to, or to break the bonds of, socially approved 

sexual roles. In “Virgin Violeta” Violeta, an adolescent Mexican girl, dreams of 

having relationship with her cousin Carlos but when Carlos responds to her sensual 

reality, she is shocked and disillusioned.  

 The second period stretches from 1935 to 1939 with the publication of Pale 

Horse, Pale Riders: Three Novels in 1939. In this period of her short fiction the 

dominant theme in her writings is illusion and reality. The characters confront 

powerful threats of illusion to shatter their fragile holds on reality. For example, in 

“Old Morality” the writer shows how romantic ideals and family myths shape 

Miranda’s – the protagonist’s – personality. The short story shows Miranda’s growth 

from 1885, when she is eight, to 1912, when she is recently married against her 

father’s wishes. Miranda and Maria, her older sister, are fascinated by their beautiful 

aunt’s – Amy’s – untimely death. Later it is revealed that Uncle Gabriel had married 

Aunt Amy. Miranda is fascinated by Uncle Gabriel’s heroic actions in the past. But 

she is disillusioned after meeting him; he has turned into a fat old drunkard and has 

lost any sign of chivalry.  

 The publication of The Leaning Tower, and Other stories (1944) marked the 

third period of Porter’s career which is from 1935 to 1942. In this final period of her 

career Porter relies on memories to depict human relations. The character of Miranda 
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recurs in several of her stories. In her stories like “The Source” to “The Grave” she 

suggests the distorting effects of social pressures on children, wives, and artists. In 

“The Circus” Miranda cries when she sees a clown performing high-rope acrobatics. 

The adults at the circus enjoy the show but Miranda notices a threat to the 

performer’s life. Angered by her crying her father sends her home with a servant 

called Dicey. Dicey empathizes with Miranda and though she also wanted to watch 

the show till end, she happily accompanies her. When Miranda screams in her sleep, 

Dicey lies beside her to comfort her, to protect her even from the dark forces of her 

nightmares. Miranda is unable to understand the sacrifice and loyalty of Dicey. On 

one hand her parents are bothered by her behavior while the servant is ready to assist 

her.  

 Her only novel Ship of Fools and two short stories “The Fig Tree” and 

“Holiday” were published in 1962 and 1965 respectively. Ship of Fools is set before 

the World War II and it shows the voyage of a group of disparate passengers on their 

way from Mexico to Europe. The novel is based on the true incidents in Porter’s life. 

Porter’s intention was to make the story allegorical about the rise of Nazism.  

1.4  Plot summary of “The Grave”:  

 The story begins with the grandmother of Paul and Miranda relocating her 

husband’s corpse several times after his death in order to prepare for her burial next 

to him. Miranda and Paul’s grandfather’s relics have been unearthed three times 

since his death in 1870. It was removed twice earlier by their avaricious grandmother 

and reburied first in Louisiana and then at her farm in Texas. After the grandmother’s 

death the remains of the grandfather were shifted to a public cemetery. One day 

while hunting Miranda and Paul notice the open graves. Miranda, the 9-year-old girl, 

gets into the empty grave and finds a silver dove that has spread wings and a fanned-

out tail. Paul, too, leaps into another grave and he finds a gold ring that is “carved 

with intricate flowers and leaves”. They want each other’s articles and readily 

exchange them. They realize that they are intruding someone else’s land. They return 

to the other side of the fence to pick up their guns. While walking Paul declares that 

he will shoot the first dove or rabbit they see. Because when she and Paul shoot 

together, she always takes credit for the kill. Miranda wonders if she can have the 

snake if it comes across first.  
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 Soon Miranda realizes that she has worn boy’s clothes, her feet are sockless and 

decides to put on a proper dress of a girl. While Miranda decides to return home, 

Paul shoots a rabbit. After skinning the rabbit, he tells Miranda that it was going to 

have babies. Paul exposes the tiny babies through the rabbit. Miranda sees their 

featureless blind faces, the blood running over them and sight makes her tremble. It 

reminds her of kittens and human babies. She loses her ignorance and begins to feel a 

formless intuition in her mind and body. Earlier Miranda wanted the skin of the 

rabbit as a coat for her dolls but now she even does not want to touch it. Paul 

understands Miranda’s feelings and puts the babies back in the womb, wraps the skin 

around and put the dead rabbit in the bushes. Paul implores Miranda to keep the 

whole incidence a secret.   

 After twenty years while walking on a market street Miranda sees a vendor 

holding up a tray of dyed candies in the form of little creatures in the shapes of birds 

and rabbits. The setting suggests that Miranda is in India because the vendor is an 

Indian, selling his products on the road. It evokes the memory of that long ago day 

which comes to her mind with such vivid clarity. Miranda gets stunned with the sight 

and the memory of the incident. Till that day she had remembered the day vaguely 

when she and Paul had found treasure in the opened graves. Miranda imagines that 

young Paul is standing in the sunshine smiling at her and turning the silver dove on 

his hands.  

1.5  Characters in the story: 

1. Miranda: Miranda is the protagonist in the story; she is the central character in 

the story. In a strange city of a strange country, after twenty years she 

remembers an incident of shooting with her brother Paul. She was nine years old 

then. Miranda’s metamorphosis comes when she sees the dead rabbit. 

2. Paul: Miranda’s older brother. He was twelve when he and Miranda went for 

shooting. He is a caring brother, who readily exchanges a gold ring with 

Miranda’s ‘silver dove’. When he realizes that Miranda is disturbed after 

watching the dead babies of the rabbit, he carefully puts them into their mother’s 

stomach, wraps the skin around it and keeps it in a bush. 

3. The grandfather: He is an absentee character; he does not appear in the story 

since he is dead. The remains of his body have been moved thrice. 
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4. The grandmother: She is also an absentee character. She moved her husband’s 

bones and has been dominant in the family. 

5. Harry: He is the father of Paul, Maria and Miranda. His wife and mother are 

dead. Hence, he alone takes care of the children. Miranda and Paul are the major 

character in the story. 

1.6  Critical analysis of the short story:  

 The time of the action of the story is late 1930s when America was going 

through the Great Depression which continued to next several years. Industries and 

farming received major setback in these years. The recovery was complicated by a 

series of natural disasters that farmers in the Great Plains and the Southwest faced. A 

long drought began in the early 1930s which made things more difficult for the 

farmers. The drought turned much of the United States into a barren landscape of 

dust. The family in “The Grave” is originally from Kentucky. It moves from 

Kentucky to Louisiana, a southern state because the Farm Security Administration of 

1937 helped farmers resettle on more fertile land. This could be a factor in the 

grandmother's moves in “The Grave”. The grandmother moves from Kentucky to 

Louisiana and then to Texas. But the narrator does not give the reason of the 

grandmother’s moving from one state to another. 

 “The Grave” is the final story in a collection entitled The Leaning Tower and 

Other Stories (1944). It is narrated from Miranda’s point of view. The seven stories 

in the collection are called as “the Miranda stories” since the main character in each 

story is Miranda. She also appears in Old Morality and Pale Horse, Pale Rider. It is 

set in a Southern rural town full of nosy “bad-tempered old crones”. The readers are 

made to believe that Miranda is the author of these stories, she wrote them at 

different points in her life. The story shows transition from childhood to adulthood 

and a loss of innocence. The one specific day in Miranda’s life makes the change in 

her life. It is the decisive moment when Miranda turns to womanhood. Earlier with 

Paul she went for shooting with Paul several times, she had witnessed the dead 

animals and their blood. But the sight of the unborn dead babies of the rabbit makes 

her aware the cruelty imposed on animals by human beings.  

 The story shows turning a teenager into an adolescent. This is evident when 

Miranda wants the gold ring found by Paul. So instead of having the silver dove she 

longs for the ring. She also becomes aware of her boyish clothes and wants to go 
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home to changes them and to wear girl’s clothes. She also thinks of taking a cold 

bath, putting on her sister’s – Maria’s – talcum powder and wearing her finest dress. 

The neighbors feel that the family is “running down” because the grandmother is 

unable “to hold it together”. The neighbors also blame the way the girls dress. The 

old women who treated Miranda's grandmother with respect tell Miranda that she's 

dressing against the Scriptures”. Harry, the children’s father, however does not pay 

attention to such censure. Miranda trusts her father; she knows that they cannot 

afford new clothes and hence she does not mind wearing boy’s dresses. But after the 

shooting she becomes aware of her clothes and wants to change them. The ring 

makes the transformation in Miranda and she starts behaving woman-like.     

 The sight of the dead rabbit and its kits is the climatic action in the story. 

Miranda witnesses the death of innocent kits which transform her. She manages to 

“forget” about the incident by making herself think of that day as the day in which 

she and Paul found treasures in a grave. The memory pops up to the surface when 

she sees a tray of kits made of candy on a vendor's tray in an Indian market. Porter 

hints that Miranda is in India or at least very far from home. Porter says Miranda is 

in “a strange city in a strange country”. When Miranda sees the baby rabbits made of 

candy, she remembers the graves, the treasures, and her brother. She hasn't thought 

about Paul for a long time. Porter hints that Paul died in childhood by saying 

Miranda remembers Paul “whose childhood face she had forgotten”.  

1.7  Major themes in the story: 

 Theme is a main idea or an underlying meaning of a literary work, which may 

be stated directly or indirectly. It is the underlying message that the writer wants to 

convey through her writing. The short story implies that as people mature, they lose 

their innocence. 

 Death is one of the major themes of the story. It shows how familial death can 

have a long-lasting effect on a family. It seems that the grandmother loved the 

grandfather truly hence she moves his bones from Kentucky to Louisiana, then to a 

farm in Texas, and again to a public cemetery in Texas. She wants herself to be 

buried beside him. The narrator does not reveal when Miranda’s mother died. 

Probably Miranda associates the dead rabbit with her mother. Since her death the 

grandmother raised the children. The grandmother’s death affect Harry, the 

children’s father. She has had a lasting influence on the children. At the end of the 
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story, Porter hints that Paul is dead. Miranda has forgotten his childhood face. She 

probably wouldn’t forget his face if Paul were still around. Miranda would only 

forget Paul’s face if he were dead. She reacts to his death in the same way she 

reacted to the death of the kits. 

 The loss of innocence and a girl’s transition into adulthood is another 

important theme in the story. Miranda’s transition begins with the finding of the ring 

and the sight of the dead rabbit and its kits. When Miranda puts the ring on her 

thumb her mind turns to finer things in life. The femineity in her is born in her after 

she wears the ring. The bigger transition takes place in Miranda when she sees the 

dead animal.  When Paul and Miranda discover the kits were merely days or perhaps 

even hours from being born, Miranda becomes upset. The kits remind her of human 

babies. The death of innocent creatures marks her loss of innocence. It seems that 

Paul is dead too at the end of the story and it could be the reason why Miranda is in 

“a strange city of a strange country”.   

 The next important theme in the story is uncertainty in life. The narrator hints 

that once the family was rich and respected; the “bad-tempered old crones” treated 

the grandmother with respect. But the difference in how they treat Miranda now 

illustrates that her family has fallen out of favor in her town. Miranda is aware of the 

change in the attitude of the townspeople but does not understand how the change 

came into being. She believes the death of her mother and grandmother brought 

about the change. When Paul releases the dead kits, Miranda realizes that life is 

unfair, it is beyond anyone’s control, things happen at their time without any logical 

reason.  

1.8  Imagery and Symbols in “The Grave”: 

 A symbol is something concrete that represents or stands for something else, 

usually intangible concept idea. Literary writers often employ symbols to refer to the 

meanings which is beyond literary meaning. Imagery and symbols make literature 

complex to interpret. In “The Grave” Porter uses various images and symbols to 

convey different meanings. The grave is the first and foremost symbol in the story 

and it stands for the death. The title “The Grave” refers to the grave of Miranda's 

grandfather. The grave serves as a symbol of Miranda's drifting away from her home. 

Ironically the children are not afraid of the graves on the contrary they are brave in 

exploring the graves and are amused to find the ornaments of the dead. The graves 
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provide treasure for children – a silver dove and a gold ring, but they don’t feel 

comfortable with it. 

 The silver dove is another important symbol in the story. It is a symbol of 

innocence, love and peace, and proposes that the dove’s emergence from the 

gravesuggests innocence born from experience. The dove stands for femineity and 

when Miranda wants it, it means that she has become aware of her femineity and 

longs for being a beautiful girl instead of being a ‘boy-like’ girl.  

 The dead rabbit symbolizes end of childlike excitement in Miranda. The sight of 

the dead rabbit makes a lasting impression on her. She becomes aware of the 

brutality of killing animals for sport and is deeply disturbed after she sees the dead 

mother rabbit and her kits. Miranda stands for love and emotions, whereas Paul 

represents bravery and logic in the story. 

1.9  Check your progress (Answer in one word/ phrase/ sentence) 

 i) What is the setting of “The Grave”? 

 ii)  What do Paul and Mirinda find at the grave? 

 iii)  What does Paul shoot in the open field? 

 iv)  What does the dove symbolize in the story? 

 v)  Who is the narrator in the story? 

1.10 Answer to check your progress 

 i)  Graveyard (The action of the story takes place at a graveyard). 

 ii)  A silver dove and a gold ring 

 iii)  A rabbit 

 iv)  Purity and innocence 

 v)  Third person narrator 

1.11 Life and Works of Flannery O’Connor (1925-64):  

 Mary Flannery O’Connor was born to Edward Francis O’Connor and Regina 

Cline O’Connor on 25 March 1925. Her parents were devoutly Catholic and Mary 

was their only child. The family lived in Georgia, one of the Southern states of 

America known as the “Christ-hunted Bible belt”. She attended St. Vincent’s, a 
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Catholic school until 1938 when the family moved to Milledgeville due to her 

father’s illness. At Milledgeville the O’Connors stayed at Flannery’s mother’s 

ancestral home. Her father died there in 1941 from an incurable disease of metabolic 

origin. Milledgeville was a small historic town having only a little Catholic 

population. The town had a Catholic church but no school hence Flannery was sent 

to Peabody High School and later Georgia College, from which she graduated with a 

B.A. in Social Science in 1945. At the college she started working as editor of the 

literary quarterly, The Corinthian, and as art editor for The Colonnade, the student 

newspaper. Thus, her writing career began in her college days which lasted till her 

death. She also drew cartoons at the college which shows that she had cherished an 

interest in art and was possessed with wry sense of humor so characteristic of her 

writing style. 

 After her graduation she received a scholarship and enrolled herself at Writers 

Workshop at the State University of Iowa. She received the Master’s degree from the 

institution in 1947. Her first short story “The Geranium” was published in the 

magazine Accent in 1946 and won the Rinehart-Iowa Fiction Award. It earned her a 

place at Yaddo, a writers’ colony in Saratoga Springs, New York. There she met 

Robert and Sally Fitzgerald who became her lifelong friends and O’Connor’s literary 

editors after her death. O’Connor stayed at the Fitzgeralds as a paying guest during 

the year 1949-50. She became severely ill during the Christmas holidays of 1950 and 

was admitted to a hospital in Atlanta. She was diagnosed with ‘lupus’ – a disease that 

is instigated when the immune system attacks its own tissues affecting joints, skin, 

kidney and other vital organs in the body. The doctors offered little hope of recovery 

to her mother. In 1959 she was released from the hospital and she went to stay at 

Andalusia near Milledgeville, a dairy farm which her mother had inherited from her 

brother. She stayed there throughout her life. Her health slowly deteriorated and she 

was forced to move about on crutches. At Milledgeville she wrote short stories and 

novels. She also tended her flocks of peacocks, geese and chickens at the farm, 

which she often referred to in her stories. O’Connor died on August 3, 1964 at the 

age of 39 due to lupus. 

 O’Connor’s short stories attack Catholicism despite being the fact that O’ 

Connor herself was a devout Catholic. Her stories deal with wry humor and Southern 

Gothicism, a genre of fiction in which the author uses damaged or delusional 
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characters, grotesque events, and dark humor to reveal the moral short comings and 

problems with American society. 

 A typical O’Connor story uses antithesis and irony to point out the importance 

of Christ’s grace in a sinful and flawed world. From her farm in Milledgeville, 

surrounded by a flock of pet birds O’ Connor wrote tales of outcasts, intruders and 

misfits set in the locale which she knew well. She published two novels and is best 

known for her short stories which deal with small-town life with stinging language, 

dark humor and unpleasant scenarios. Her stories are filled with caricatures of 

people. In a story she describes a mother having a face “as broad and innocent as 

acabbage” and in another story she writes about a man having “as much drive as a 

‘floor mop’”. The names of her characters are uncommon. For example, in “The Life 

You Save May be Your Own” Tom Shiftlet, a one-handed drifter enters into the lives 

of an old woman called Lucynell Crater and her deaf, mute daughter. Although Mrs. 

Crater is self-confident her home is falling apart. Initially the readers are suspicious 

of Shiftlet’s motives, when he offers to help the mother and the daughter but 

O’Connor soon reveals the true nature of Mrs. Crater. It appears towards the end of 

the story that the old woman was just scheming as Tom Shiftlet and shakes the 

reader’s presumptions about who has the upper hand; the twist in the tale, like in the 

tales of Maupassant, O’ Henry and Chekhov, surprises the readers.  

 O’ Connor explored every subject for writing short story. Although she was a 

devout Catholic, she was not afraid to explore the pious thought and sinful behavior 

co-existing in the same person. In her novel The Violent Bear It Away (1960), the 

main character – Francis Marion Tarwater wrestles with his uncle’s revelation of him 

that he would become a prophet. Francis sets fire and commits murder to prove his 

uncle wrong. 

 O’Connor’s stories also deal with the racism of the South. In “Everything that 

Rises Must Converge”, she shows a son raging at his mother’s bigotry. But the son 

also has his own prejudices and the story reveals that simply recognizing evil doesn’t 

exempt his character from scrutiny.  

 O’Connor wrote in a Southern Gothic style and relied heavily on regional 

settings and grotesque characters. Her short stories attest to the most unpleasant 

facets of life, leaving the door open for salvation. In “A Good Man is Hard to Find”, 

she redeems an unbearable grandmother for forgiving a dangerous criminal, even as 
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he threatens her family. We might wonder at the price the woman pays at this 

redemption, the readers are forced to confront the nuance in moments that we might 

otherwise consider purely violent or evil. 

1.12 Plot Summary of “The Life You Save May Be Your Own”:  

 One evening a Mr. Tom Shiftlet, a one-armed man, arrives at a desolate 

farmhouse owned by Mrs. Lucynell Crater. Mrs. Crater’s daughter – also named 

Lucynell – is deaf and dumb. Lucynell is nearly 30 years old and her mother is 

worried for her due to her physical condition. Mrs. Crater, like most of the mothers, 

wants her daughter to get married but she doubts if anyone would accept Lucynell as 

wife. Mr. Shiftlet has only one hand and carries a tool box with him. He is a tramp 

who appears as an intruder initially. He reveals to the mother and the daughter that he 

is from Tarwater, Tennessee and is a carpenter. Mrs. Crater tells him that she would 

offer him food and shelter if he stays on the farm and work for them. The mother 

enquires if he is married. Mr. Shiftlet does not directly answer the question but 

suggests that he is single as it is difficult to find ‘innocent woman today’.  

 In his first week of stay Mr. Shiftlet impresses Mrs. Crater by his work and to 

the mother’s surprise he also teaches Lucynell to speak a word – bird! The mother 

suggests him to teach Lucy to say ‘sugarpie’. He also promises the mother that he 

can make the old car in the garage run again if he gets some money for the repairs. 

Mrs. Crater agrees and the next day he drives the car out of the garage. Now Mrs. 

Craterbelieves him as an honest man and sees in him a potential husband for her 

daughter. She explicitly offers her daughter to Mr. Shiftlet asa wife but he initially 

rejects it on the grounds of having little money. He has some romantic notions of 

proposing a girl for the marriage. He says that without taking a girl to a hotel, 

offering her food and proposing her, he could not marry the girl. But she convinces 

Mr. Shiftlet that her daughter would not make a difference between having the 

money and giving her a treat, he cannot ask her for marriage. But the mother tells 

him that it is not necessary to do so. She agrees to pay for painting the car so that 

they can drive to the courthouse and get marries. Mr. Shiftlet would also get 17.50 

dollars for the honeymoon.  

 On the following Saturday Shiftlet and Lucynell get married at the courthouse 

while Mrs. Crater stands as witness. Tom Shiftlet, however, is not satisfied with the 

wedding, for him it “was just something a woman in an office did, nothing but paper 
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work and blood tests.” Leaving Mrs. Crater to the house the couple sets forth for 

their honeymoon. The mother is visibly pained to say good-bye to her daughter since 

they have never been separated before. On their way Shiftlet stops after one hundred 

miles at “The HotSpot”, a restaurant. At the restaurant Lucynell drops her head on 

the table and falls asleep. Thus, Shiftlet gets a chance to run away and free himself 

from the dumb and deaf wife. He pays for a plate of food and tells the boy at the 

counter to give it to her when she wakes up.  

 Shiftlet abandons Lucy; he comes out to be a villain at this point in the story. He 

tells the boy that she is a hitchhiker and that he needs to "make Tuscaloosa," a 

destination in the center of the state. On his way a sign reading “Drive carefully. The 

life you save may be your own” makes him low and a feeling that “a man with a car 

had a responsibility to others”, this makes him pick up a young boy hitchhiking. It is 

clear that the boy has run away from his home; he does not respond to Shiftlet’s 

questions. Shiftlet goes on narrating the virtues of mothers to the boy and praises his 

own mother as “the best old mother in the world”. According to Shiftlet the worst 

day in his life was the day when he deserted his mother. In a way, he is trying to 

convince the boy to go back to his family where he would find love and comfort. But 

the disgusted boy, sensing Shiftlet’s hypocrisy, condemns all mothers and says, “You 

go to the devil! My old woman is a flea bag and yours is a stinking pole cat!”. The 

boy leaps from the slowly moving car keeping Shiftlet astound. Shiftlet drives into 

the approaching storm toward Mobile, a town.  

1.13  Characters in the Story: 

1. Mrs. Lucynell Crater – An old toothless woman who tries to get her daughter 

married to Shiftlet. She is shrewd and is successful in marrying off her deaf and 

dumb daughter to Shiftlet. Before the marriage she makes sure that Shiftlet is a 

good man and would take care of her daughter. At the end of the story, she is 

outwitted by Shiftlet who takes away the car, money and daughter from her.  

2. Lucynell Crater – She is nearly 30 years old, deaf and dumb. She is the most 

silent character in the story; she speaks only a few words throughout the story. 

She symbolizes innocence in the story. She appears as a misfit in this practical 

world. Readers are sympathetic towards her and feel sorry for her at the end 

since no one knows what will happen to her. 
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3. Tom T. Shiftlet – He is a one-armed tramp who enters into the lives of the 

Craters. He appears as a messiah for the mother and the daughter. He not only 

helps them around but to the mother’s surprise also agrees to marry her deaf and 

dumb daughter. Towards the end of the story, however, he turns out to be selfish 

and opportunist. 

1.14 Critical analysis of the short story: 

 “The Life You Save May Be Your Own” is one of the ten stories in O’Connor’s 

short story collections called A Good Man Is Hard to Find (1955). The story is 

narrated in the third person by an unnamed narrator. The short story appears weird, 

absurd and even incomplete at the end. Several questions arise in readers minds 

towards the end. What will happen to poor Lucynell? Whether her mother would find 

her? Who is Shiftlet? What was his real intention? Why did Shiftlet run away from 

his family? Was Mrs. Crater’s decision to marry her daughter off to Shiftlet right? 

Such questions remain unanswered in the short story and readers wonder whether the 

story has any meaning or does it just tell a story of a cheater. In this section we will 

try to interpret the actions in the story to get a coherent meaning of it. 

1.15 Major themes in the story: 

 The story has dark humor in it, that is, although the writer describes the action in 

a funny or light manner, we feel sad for the mother and the daughter. The story has a 

quest myth – Shiftlet seems to be in search of something; he was searching a job and 

shelter which he found at the Craters. Mrs. Crater is also in search of a man who 

would look after the estate and most importantly marry her daughter. The hitchhiker 

boy at the end of the story is also trying to find something; maybe he is running away 

from his home to find solace and self-respect. Lucynell is the only who is not 

searching anything; she is happy with her lot. 

 Another important theme in the story is appearance and reality; things are not 

really what they appear. Mrs. Crater appears as a helpless old woman but in reality, 

she is shrewd and scheming to marry off her daughter to Shiftlet. Shiftlet also 

appears as an upright and honest person. But he has his own plans and works them 

out successfully. It is as if the two people – Mrs. Crater and Shiftlet – are playing a 

game of chess to outwit each other. 
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 Moral corruption or degeneration is the next significant theme in the story. In 

this materialistic world qualities like love, faith and honesty are hard to find. People 

are selfish, self-centered and would go to any extent to achieve their goals. Shiftlet 

does not find it wrong to leave a deaf and dumb girl alone at any unknown place. 

Lucynell’s mother’s intentions are also not fair when she sees the one-handed man. 

She clearly sees in him a would-be husband for her daughter. Under the pretense of 

helping him, she just makes sure that he is suitable for her daughter. 

 The theme of change, betrayal and redemption is also at the center of the short 

story. Mrs. Crater betrays Shiftlet by making him marry her daughter. She, in a way, 

bribes him to marry Lucynell and in return Shiftlet, too, betrays Mrs. Crater by 

absconding her car and money. He also betrays his wife Lucynell by leaving her at a 

restaurant. The story also shows that life is in flux, it changes continuously. There is 

lot of action in the story which shows incessant changes in the lives of Mrs. Crater, 

Lucynell and Shiftlet. We notice that Mrs. Crater and Shiftlet both want to do away 

with Lucynell. Since she is physically challenged, she is seen as a burden by her 

mother as well as her husband. The redemption from Lucynell’s liability is the major 

driving force behind the actions of Mrs. Crater and Shiftlet. 

 Search for the meaning of life is also one of the themes in the story. When 

Shiftletarrives the Crater’s farm, no one knows what kind of person he is. It seems 

that he is searching for something. By marrying Lucynell and then abandoning her, 

he has missed an opportunity to experience redemption. Shiftlet has failed to bring 

meaning into his transient life. He entered the Craters’s lives as a lonely wanderer, 

and he leaves it the same way. He even devastates Lucynell’s life. 

1.16 Imagery and Symbols in the story: 

 O’Connor effectively uses color imagery in the story. Using different colors 

O’Connor provides deeper meanings to the story. When the story begins, we see 

Shiftlet in a ‘black suit’ and a ‘brown hat’. Black has been perceived as a symbol of 

death and degeneration. The arrival of Shiftlet into the lives of the women could be 

seen as a bad omen. O’Connor particularly pays attention to the color of Lucynell’s 

clothes. Her blue organdy dress and the blue color of her eyes symbolize purity and 

innocence. O’Connor depicts Lucynell as an innocent, simple minded and a chaste 

girl. She is dressed in white – another symbol of purity and innocence – when she 

marries Shiftlet. Shiftlet repairs the car and paints it green, which is the symbol of 
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vegetation and life. Thus, the painted car may mean that Shiftlet has brought 

happiness and hope to the Craters.  

 Christ, nature, physical disorders, and the automobile are some other recurring 

images and symbols in the story. When Mrs. Crater first sees Shiftlet, he forms “a 

crooked cross” against the sky; he is also a carpenter. He appears to be a Christ like 

figure, the one who has come to rescue the mother and the daughter from their pains 

and problems. But he could be also seen as a Christ with a flaw since he has only one 

arm, so he is not a perfect person who will resolve the problems of the Craters. All 

the three characters in the story have some physical deformity: Shiftlet is without an 

arm, Mrs. Crater is without teeth, and Lucynell is dumb and deaf. Thus, O’Connor 

focuses on the world with full of problems and challenges.  

 The broken automobile is also an important symbol in the story. The car has 

been lying broken at the garage since several years. Mrs. Crater did not have any 

wish and hope to repair it. It is repaired by Shiftlet; he makes the car move. It implies 

that the Craters’ life was stagnant, it was in ruins and only after Shiftletcame did 

their life become better.  

1.17 Check your progress (Answer in one word/ phrase/ sentence) 

i)  Who does the old woman see walking down the street? 

ii)  What does Shiftlet do for a living? 

iii)  In “The Life You Save May Be Your Own”, what does Mr. Shiftlet do to earn 

Mrs. Crater's trust? 

iv)  What is Mrs. Crater obsessed with? 

v)  What does Lucynell symbolize in the story? 

vi)  Where does Shiftlet leave Lucynell at the end of the story? 

1.18 Answer to check your progress 

i)  Tom Shiftlet 

ii)  He is a carpenter 

iii)  He makes himself useful and teaches Lucynellto speak a word. 

iv)  She is obsessed with marrying off her daughter. 
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v)  She symbolizes innocence. 

vi)  At “The HptSpot”, a restaurant. 

 

1.19 Exercises 

A) Answer the following questions (Questions on “The Grave”) 

1.  Comment on the ending of “The Grave”.  

2.  Who is the narrator in the story? What is the narrator’s point of view in 

“The Grave”? 

3.  Why does Paul want the shooting incident to keep a secret? 

4.  Do you think that “The Grave” has autobiographical elements? Justify your 

answer. 

B) Answer the following questions (Questions on “The Life You Save May Be 

Your Own”) 

1.  Why does Mrs. Crater want Shiftlet to marry Lucynell? 

2.  What is the significance of the name ‘Shiftlet’ in the story? 

3.  Do you think that both Mrs. Crater and Shiftlet are trying to deceive each 

other? Why? 

4.  Why does Shiftlet want to fix Mrs. Crater’s car? 

5.  What are the major themes in “The Life You Save May be Your Own”? 
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2.0  Objectives  

 After studying this unit you will be able:  

• To understand and identify American Feminist Drama.  

• To learn the definition of Feministic drama especially American. 

• To learn the origin, definition and characteristic of American Feminist Drama. 

• To understand the difference between the general drama and feminist drama.  

2.1  Introduction   

 In this unit you will learn the American Feminist Drama. Where is the spark of 

the issue of women as a human being. How their problems are altogether different 

from the general problems of entire human being. In British literature it is started in 

earlier 18th century and how it spread in American Literature. All genres of literature 

picked issues of women but the drama became the important genre. American 

women dramatists got the inspiration from British Feminist Literature and later on 

they are joined by American women writers who were living in American continent. 

The issues of them were particularly the issues as the black women. So as the 

movement of feminist drama became strengthened. The main centre was ‘New York’ 

in the entire period and then it is spreaded over entire America as the swarm. Many 

American women Dramatists take us to closure the seriousness of women’s existence 

as human being. How they are treated traditionally on the secondary position. Windy 

Wasserstein’s contribution particularly in American feminist Drama is very much 

important as well as bolder and broader.  

2.2 Presentation of Subject Matter  

SECTION – I 

AMERICAN FEMINISTIC DRAMA 

2.2.1 American Feminist Literature  

 In 1776, Abigail Adams has written to her husband John about life of women 

and how it could be worst. “Remember, all men would be tyrants if they could. If 

particular care and attention is not paid to the ladies, we are determined to foment 

(arouse) a rebellion, and will not hold ourselves bound by any laws in which we have 

no voice or representation.” Further Abigail asked her husband and other members of 
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the Continental Congress consider new freedom for women for women during the 

period of time the American colonies were seeking freedom from Great Britain. Soon 

after Abigail, many women suffocated by the strict conventional social boundaries 

all became aware.  

 Here the first spark of feministic movement lighted and the women became 

aware. The journalists supported them with their pen. Automatically it is percolated 

in literature. The opportunities of essays, articles, books and journals caught the 

public eye and blown the flames of reform for women in the 19th century.  

Definition –  

 Feminist Literacy critic, ‘Annette Kelodny’ defined the feministic Literature is 

the material written by a woman or by a man regarding the women’s issues, attitudes 

towards women in society, or attempts to break down gender – specific 

misconceptions. It is not restricted across culture or religion.  

Characteristics –  

• Feminist Literature portrays characters or ideas that attempt to change gender 

norms.  

• It lends to examine questions and argue for change against established and olden 

gender roles through the written wind.  

• Feminist Literature strives to alter in equalities between genders across society 

and political arenas (circles).  

• It seeks to add a unique and after overlooked feminine – specific voice and tone 

to gender, societal and political issues, as well as social inequalities where a 

feminine voice is needed to make an impact. 

2.2.2 American Feminist Theatre  

 Since seventies the feminist theatre looked to recover the works and 

performances of neglected pioneering women-in-theater figures. In 17th century i. e. 

in Restoration period Aphra Behn, Mary Pix and Susanna Centlivre, their plays are 

concerned with suffer and women questions.  

 In American Literature the 18th century has the flush of feminist drama. 

American women playwrights provide comprehensive view of American drama. It 

was the period of 1775-1850.  
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 ‘The Group’ (1775) by Mercy Worren, Slaves in Algiers (1794) by Suranna 

Rowson, ‘The Traveler Returned (1796)’ by Judith Murray, ‘The Female Enthusiast 

(1807) by Sarah Pogson, The Fair Americans (1815) by Mary Clarke, ‘Atort (1819)’ 

by Frances Wright, ‘Earnest Maltravers (1818)’ by Lousia Medina and ‘The Forest 

Princess (1844)’ by Character  Conner. In the period 1775-1850 has got the 

importance due to wide range, strength and popularity. After 1850 the some taste is 

carried out by the women playwrights – The Adult auteur, The Sack of Rome and 

The Ladies of Castile by Trivia.  

 ‘The Last Days of Pompeii’ by Edward Lytton was adopted by Charlotte 

Sanford. (1818-1863) Her individual plays are ‘Octavia Sragaldi’ The Forest 

Princess made her famous.  

 Then Estello Anna Lewis (1824-1880) - she wrote Helemah, Sappho Lebos and 

The King’s Stratagem. She was a passionate writer and translator.  

 Then Maria Ruiz de Burton (1833- 1895) - She was fond of E. A. Poe. She 

wrote a series of sonnets dedicated to Edgar Allan Poe.          

 Then Maria Ruiz de Burton (1832-95) - Don Quixote de la Manchai : A 

Comedy of Five Acts – She was the first female Mexican – American author to write 

in English. 

 Laura Don (1852-1886) - she had written the play A Daughter of the Nile. The 

play was well received and earned her great acclaim even after her death.  

 Alice Brown (1857-1948) she travelled 19th as well as 20th century with a long 

span as a writing ‘’Children of Earth’ and ‘A March Wind’ are her plays and got the 

fame.  

 Character Porter (1857-1942) - Her play ‘Return of the Druses’ was appreciated. 

She was the editor of Multiple Edition of The Complete Work of Shakespeare. She 

was largely influential in bringing international drama and Literature to America 

though she had a large cult in Poetry.  

 Henrietta Davis (1860-1941) - Her popular play was ‘Our Old Kentucky Home’. 

She was a voice and power of Black, who were discriminated. In 1883, she started 

her own theater company in Chicago and Preferred feminist playwrights.  

 Minnie Fiske (1865 – 1932) She wrote ‘The Rose’, The Eyes of the Heart and 

light from St Agnes. She admired the plays of Ibsen. She fought against The 
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Theatrical Syndicate to allow theater companies to choose their own plays instead of 

having chosen by the syndicate. She was and actress too. She enacted the role of 

‘The Duke of York’ when she was just three years old, in Shakespearian Richard III.  

i) The major characteristics 

• It advocates social, political, economic and intellectual equality between women 

and men.  

• It stresses a political perspective which should not consider sex or gender.  

• There should be a support equality and professional opportunities for women.  

• Here are four broad feminist opportunities which are the basis of literature 

particularly the feminist drama.  

o Liberal Feminism or the Equality Approach: - It has been criticized for not 

recognizing sex and gender differences. It is often considered “assimilation and 

it means that women, and not society or culture, required to change in order for 

women to succeed.” 

o Different Feminism: - The term ‘Different Feminism’ holds that there are 

differences between men and women but that no value judgment can be placed 

upon them and both genders have equal moral status as persons not as the men 

or women. It represents a broad spectrum of feminisms that emphasizes 

differences between women and men. This approach arose to revalue qualities 

traditionally devalued as “feminine” such as subjectivity, caring, feeling or 

empathy. The approach is broadly applied in 20th century drama.  

o Co-constructionism :- It seeks to avoid both technological determinism, it 

assumes that technology as the prime driver of modernity. And another seeking 

part is gender essentialism. This approach is also largely accepted.  

o Sex and Gender Analysis: - This approach employs sex and gender analysis as a 

resource to stimulate creativity in science and technology that enhance lives of 

both women and men. This approach has a broad stress in 20th century in the 

feminist drama and same is followed in American feminist drama. 
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ii) Some Important and Dominant Feminist Dramatists :-  

1) Susan Glaspell :- (1876-1948)  

 She was an American playwright, novelist, journalist and Actress. She founded 

first modern American Theatre Company as Provincetown Players.  

One Act Plays   

1) Suppressed Desires (1914) this is written by her husband George Cram Cook.  

2) Trifles (1916) – It is about the discovery of and subsequent investigation of John 

Wright’s murder.  

3) The Outside (1917) – It conveys the emptiness of Mrs. Patrick’s life on the 

outside. She keeps herself away from the things she once knew. Through the 

characters of the play the audience realizes the situation the women are facing.  

Full – length Plays  

 She has written the following plays Bernice (1919), Inheritors (1921) The Verge 

(1921), Chains of Dew (1922), The Comic Artist (1927), Alison’s House (1930) and 

Springs Eternal (1943)     

i) Inheritors (1921) – The Play concerns the Legacy of an idealistic farmer who 

wills his highly coveted Midwest farm land to the establishment of a college. 

After 40 years his granddaughter goes against trustee, her own uncle and 

consequently bound for imprisonment.  

 The play was a defense of free speech and an individual’s ability to stand for his 

or her own ideal during a time of aggressive anti – communist politics in US.  

ii) Bernice (1919) – The play explores the social criticism of it time. Glaspell 

examines the lives of a bohemian (free from all social restrictions) couple who 

have rejected Victorian morality and how their lives are drastically changed as 

they come to terms with the mystery and he unanswered questions surrounding 

the death of Bernice. A Pulitzer Prize winning playwright, Susan Gospel was a 

founding member of the influential Provincetown Players and Credited with a 

significant role in the development of modern drama in the United States.  

iii) The Verge (1921) – It is a somewhat difficult play to comprehend upon first 

reading. Characters sometimes speak in sentence fragments and have strange 
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syntactical patterns that are closer to poetry than to everyday speech. Play 

employs a heavy dose of symbolism to deliver its message. The play portraits a 

woman trapped in situation that slowly pushes her to madness.  

 Glaspell has written many plays besides above and she contributed early 20th 

century American Feminist Theater.  

2) Larraine Hansberry (1930 - 65)  

 She was a female author of African – American theater. Her best known works – 

‘A Raisin in the Sun’ which highlights the lives of Black Americans living under 

racial segresation in Chicago. ‘The Arrival of Mr. Todog’, it is a parody of waiting 

for Godot. The sign in Sidney Brustein’s Window. This play is a story about a man 

named Sidney, his pitfalls (hidden traps   ) within his personal life and struggles in 

Bohemian Culture. The play encomapasses themes of race, suide homo sexuality and 

also focuses on individual characters learning to cope with life. Les Blancs – The 

play takes place in Africa and it uses dance and music both as signifiers of black and 

African cultures, a concept called the Black Aesthetic.  

3) Cary Churchill (1938 -        ) 

 In her early work Churchill explored gender and sexuality through modernist 

techniques of Epic theatre. In mid 1980’s she started to incorporate dance theatre in 

writing. 

 In 1972, she wrote the play ‘Owners’ a two act play which is about obsession 

with power. ‘Cloud Nine’ this play received wide notice. It is a force about sexual 

politics. It explores the effects of the colonialist / imperialist mind set on intimate 

personal relationship and uses cross – gender casting for comic and instructive effect. 

This play won ‘Obie Award of 1982’ for best play of the year in New York (US) 

4) Marian Irene Fornes (1930-2018) –  

 She was a Cuban – American avant grade playwright and director, who was a 

leading figure of the off-off. Broadway movement in the 1960s. She is always an 

iconoclast. Fetu and Her Friends, has seven female friends gather at Fetu’s house to 

rehearse a presentation for their charity towards school education. Before and after 

their rehearsal, the women interact with one another and with male characters, and 

share their thoughts and feelings about life along with their personal struggles and 

societal concerns. Sarita (1984) The play tells a story of fiery tempered Sarita 
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Fernandez, who is gradually torn apart by her sexual desires and moral values to the 

point of insanity Sarita is in a  constant struggle between love and lust, but love wins 

in the end.  

 Mud (1983) – It is a short tale of an isolated trio whose living situation does not 

follow the norm. As each character strives for knowledge they begin to gasp the fact 

that consciousness is not written their physical or mental limits.  

 Maria Former had written many plays, some major plays are mentioned above.  

5) Suzan Lori Parks (1963 -    )  -  

 She is American playwright and she is first African American Woman to 

achieve this honor of Pulitzer Prize for Drama in 2002. It is declared for her play 

‘Topdog / Underdog’ parks is often noted for her unique voice in the way she 

experiments and explores with language and dialect, stating how she tries to capture 

emotion and expressing through language. She had written many plays but few plays 

are mentioned as follows –  

Topgod / Underdog – (1999 -   ) 

 This play got Pulitzer prize for Drama in 2002. The play Chronicles the adult 

lives of two African – American brothers as they cope with poverty, Racism, work, 

women and their troubled upbringings.    

 The American Play (1993) - This is a two act play. It follows an African – 

American Gravedigger who loves and resembles Abraham Lincoln (President of 

USA) so much so that he also works as a Lincoln impersonator (exact copy) for this 

reason he is referred to throughout the play as the “Foundling Father” he is focused 

through the eyes of Lucy (his wife) and Brazil (his son).  

 Venus (1996) – The play is a response to some of the known historical events 

that occurred to a Khoisan (language family of southern Africa) woman known as 

Sartjie Baartman / Sarah Baartman and Venus Hottentot. Hottentot Venus is a central 

figure of this play. Writer used the concept of Baartman’s career to explore 

colonization, racial objectification and historical sexualization black female bodies as 

Parks explains. “Most of it’s fabricated. Hotten-tot Venus her character remains a 

central figure of loving and being loved, until her untimely death in Paris. Her dead 

body was the subject of a pseudo – scientific autopsy that pertained to steatopygia 

(accumulation of large amounts of fat on the buttocks).             
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A) Check your progress  

I) Fill in the blanks with correct alternatives given below each.  

 i) The letter of ____________ written to her husband about the life of women 

is the first spark of Feminist Literature.  

  a) Mercy Warren b) Sarah Pogson  

  c) Abigial Adams  d) Mary Clarke 

 ii) “Feminist Literature is the material written by women and men regarding 

the women’s issues, attitudes towards women in society” it is defined by 

______________.  

  a) Abigial Adams  b) Annette Kelodny  

  c) Susanna Rowson  d) Sarah Pogson 

 iii) Feministic views in drama started in __________ in the earlier period.  

  a) 15th Century   b) 16th Century  

  c) 20th Century   d) 17th Century  

 iv) In American Literature ____________ has the flush of feminist drama. 

  a) 16th Century   b) 17th Century  

  c) 18th Century   d) 19th Century  

 v) In the period of __________ American women playwrights provided 

comprehensive view to feminist drama. 

  a) 1675 – 1750   b) 1775 – 1850  

  c) 1875 – 1950  d) 1575 – 1650  

 vi) _________________ was the first female Mexican – American playwright 

in English.  

  a) Maria Ruiz de Burton  b) Laura Don  

  c) Estello Anna Lewis  d) Charlotte Porter   

 vii) Henrietta Davis started her own theater company in 1883 at ________.  

  a) New York   b) New England  
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  c) Chicago   d) London  

 viii) ____________ won Pulitzer Prize for her play ‘Alison’s House’.  

  a) Caryl Churchill  b) Susan Glaspell  

  c) Marian Farnes  d) Minnie Fiske  

 ix) Suzan Park’s play Top dog / Underdog got Pulitzers Prize in _______.  

  a) 2000 b) 2001 c) 2002 d) 2003 

 x) Larraine Hansberry’s play “The Arrival of Mr. Todog is a parody of 

__________.  

  a) Waiting for Godot  b) Endgame  

  c) Happy Days   d) Krapp’s Last Tape 

II) Match the pairs.  

(Column ‘A’ contains the plays and column ‘B’ contains the playwrights) 

 

A B 

1. The Group  

2. The Traveller Returned  

3. The Fair American  

4. The Forest Princess  

5. Earnest Maltravers  

6. The Last Day’s at Pompeii (adopted by) 

7. Helemah 

8. Daughter of The Nile 

9. Children of Earth  

10. Return of the Druses 

1. Lousia Medina  

2. Charlotte Conner  

3. Judith Murray  

4. Charlotte Sanford  

5. Sussanna Rowson  

6. Mercy Warren  

7. Alice Brown  

8. Charlotte Porter  

9. Laura Don 

10. Estello Lewis   
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III) Write the following statements ‘true’ or ‘false’.  

 1)  In American Literature 18th Century was the flush of feminist drama.  

 2)  Windy Wasserstein was inspired by Anton Chekhov.  

 3)  Windy Wasserstein won Pulitzer Prize for Drama for the play ‘Tender 

Offer’.  

 4)  Uncommon Women and Others, the play written by Sussan Glaspell. 

 5)  The play ‘Old Money’ was not written Windy Wasserstein.  

I) Key to check your progress. (Fill in the blanks) 

1. Abigial Adams  

2. Annette Kelodny  

3. 17th Century  

4. 18th Century    

5. 1775 – 1850  

6. Maria Ruiz de Burton   

7. Chicago  

8. Susan Glaspell  

9. 2002   

10. Waiting for Godot 

II) Key to check your progress. (Match the pairs) 

1. Mercy Warren  

2. Judith Murray  

3. Marry Clarke  

4. Charlotte Conner  

5. Lousia Medina  

6. Charlotte Sanford  

7. Estello Lewis   
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8. Laura Don 

9. Alice Brown  

10. Charlotte Porter 

III) Key to check your progress. (‘True’ or ‘False’)  

1) True  

2) True 

3) False  

4) True 

5) False 

2.3 Wendy Wasserstein (1950-2006) 

 She is born in Brooklyn, New York, on 18th Oct. 1950. She is the child of 

Jewish immigrant couple. Her father Morris was textile manufacturer and mother 

homemaker but a non-professional dancer. Wendy got education at Mount Holyoke 

College. She earned B. A. degree in History in 1971, and had done M. A. in Creative 

Writing from City College of New York in 1973. She had completed M. F. A. 

(Master of Fine Arts) from Yale School of Drama in 1976. She received an Honorius 

Causa Doctor of Humane Letters in 1990 from Mount Holyoke College. She applied 

to Yale School of Drama and the Columbia Business School. After being accepted 

both she decided to go to Yale.  

 At Yale Wasserstein studied plays of Anton Chekhov. She was inspired by 

Chekhov and she modeled her early plays on Chekhov’s style. She wrote the play, 

Uncommon Women and others which was her first independent play. It reflected her 

experiences as a student at alumna of Mount Holyoke College.  

 In 1989 she won Tony Award, the Susan Smith Blackburn Prize and the Pulitzer 

Prize for Drama for her play ‘The Heidi Cronicles’.  

 Her play’s explores the topic ranging from feminism to family to ethnicity 

(racial) to top culture. During her career, which spanned nearly four decades. She 

wrote eleven plays. She won the New York Drama Critics Circle Award, Desk 

Award and an Outer Critics Circle Award.    
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 She is described as an author of women’s identity crises. Her heroines are 

intelligent and successful but also riddled with self-doubt-sought enduring love a 

little ambivalently (unexpectedly ) but they did not always find it and their hard 

earned sense of self-worth was often shadowed by the frustrating knowledge that 

American women’s lives continued to be measured by their success at capturing the 

right man.  

 Wasserstein gave birth to daughter in 1999 at the age of 48. She was not-married 

and she never publicly identified her daughter’s father. She was hospitalized with 

lymphoma (cancer of lymph nodes) in Dec. 2005 & died on 30, Jan. 2006 at the age 

of fifty five.  

 Wendy Wasserstein has written near about eleven plays some of her plays at a 

glance.  

i) Uncommon Women and Others  

 The play is comprised of a college of interrelated scenes, the action begins with 

a reunion, six years after graduation of five friends and classmates at the Mount 

Halyoke College. They compare notes on their activities since leaving school and 

then in a series of flashbacks we see them in their college days and learn of the 

events, some funny, some touching, some bitingly cynical, that helped to shape them. 

Each of the group is a distinct individual and it is their varying reaction to the staid 

(deep) sheltered and after anachronistic (uncontrollable) university environment 

(with its undercurrent of sometimes darker personal desires and conclusions) the play 

its special meaning for today’s young women as they go forth into the changing and 

often disquieting world that awaits them after graduation.  

ii) Tender Offer (1983) 

 In this play audience get a clear idea of the father daughter relationship from the 

beginning of the show. The play opens with Lisa daughter of ‘9’ years is idling, 

dancing and singing. She is waiting father Paul. He is a typical businessman father 

who has not much time to pay around his daughter child. He starts by trying to be 

friendly and joke around with her in attempt to make up for the recital that he missed 

while away at a meeting. Awkward tension floats around between him and his 

daughter. It happens often and the characters aren’t as close as they would like to be. 

He always use the vocabulary more fit to his colleagues but his daughter Lisa gets 

upset with this formal and rude language stalling (stopping) and arguing is continued 
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until Paul gets realized that something need to change regarding their interrelations. 

He makes Lisa ‘Tender Offer’ basically promising to meet her halfway in creating a 

closure hand between them. This seems to close the gap in communication that has 

been present throughout the play and results in their singing and dancing to end the 

show happily.  

iii) Isn’t It Romantic (1983)  

 The play deals with the post college careers and dilemmas of two classmates 

(girls. Janie Blumberg and her tall, thin gorgeous friend Harriet Cornwall. Both are 

struggling to escape from lingering paternal domination and to establish their own 

lives and identities. In Janne’s case this leads to an inconclusive involvement with a 

Jewish doctor who calls her ‘Monkey’, while Harriet assails (attacks) the world of 

big business and has an affair with her hard-driving (and married) boss. Told in a fast 

moving series of inventive alternately hilarious (extremely amusing) and touchingly 

revealing scenes, the play explores their parallel stories with uncommon wit and 

wisdom-resulting, ultimately, in a heightened awareness which, while not providing 

all the answers goes a longway towards achieving. Self-assuredness that both 

protagonists so desperately desires.  

iv) The Man In A Case (1985)  

 This play is based in Aanton Chekhov’s short story. It is a romance of ‘30’ year 

old vibrant female Varinka and her older un-romantic fiancé Byelinkov. Varinka is a 

free spirited women she would never get married until she met Byelinkov. She never 

thought any man would want to marry her because of her outlandish (strange) 

bebaviour. She basically did whatever she wanted, she didn’t care about what others 

thought. In her eyes she felt that she was being true to herself, but she never took into 

consideration of how Byelinkov felt. Byelinkov was not going into this marriage 

because he loved Varinka, to him it was more of a “Social Contact to provide us with 

a secure and satisfying future”. He was not above than that. Byelinkov took pride in 

his appearance, he cared about how he was perceived by others. That is why 

Varinka’s behaviour bothered him so much. In the end the behaviour cost her dream 

of being married to Byelinkov to end.          

v) The Sisters of Rosensweing (1992)  

 The three Sisters of Rosensweig have gathered together at the home of oldest 

sister Sarah Goode in London to celebrate her 54th birthday. Sarah Goode is 
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gathering friends and family to her house in Queen Anne’s Gate, London, to 

celebrate milestone. Her younger sister Gorgeous Teitelbaum files in from Boston, 

and her youngest sister Pfeni Rosensweig returns from India just in time for the 

celebration.      

 Add in Sara’s stubborn teenage daughter Tess, Pfeni’s sometimes boyfriend 

Geoffrey and Marv Kant, a faux furrier (Artificial far) from New York, and the 

evening promises to be interesting. The sister Rosensweig family is a comedic and 

heartfelt. These sisters has the femist perspective and the choose career over family. 

They prefer to live single. The three different women grapple (hold ) with their life 

choices. Sarah who on the surface is contents desires companionship while Pfeni 

wanders the globe has an inking (slur, blur) of setting down. Meanwhile Gergeous 

might not be the sister who has, is all as everyone suspects. In touching moments, the 

sisters share their shortcomings and dreams and what they desire in order to achieve 

a happy equilibrium for the rest of their lives.  

 The sisters Rosensweig gleans from other playwrights, most notably Anton 

Chekhav. Wasserstein presents that feminism comes in different forms to each 

individual. A play just as powerful as her Pulitzer winning drama.  

vi) An American Daughter (1997)  

 Lyssa Dent Hughes is the privileged, well educated daughter of a Republican 

sector. She is wife of a professor and owner of a lovely house in Georgetown. She is 

also the Presidents nominee for surgeon General. When the media discovers that 

once, long ago, she failed to respond for jury duty, this relatively minor misstep is 

portrayed as a serious moral lapse. A good friend uses the incident to make a point 

scarcely thinking of the implications, and Lyssa must suffer the consequences. From 

that moment on, Lyssa Dent Hughes sits helplessly as the press investigate her 

family and friends, shattering her privacy, her career, and her world. Windy 

Wasserstein trenchant humour and sizziling dialogue combine with bitting political 

commentary to produce a masterful and topical drama.        

vii) Old Money (2000) –  

 The play begins with the dinner party in an ornate maintain on the fashionable 

Upper East side of Manhattan provides the scene for this wetty and incisive 

(penetrative) play. Set in two eras-the early 1900s and our own Gilded Age the 

character more effortlessly from one period to the other. The host a contemporary 
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master of high risk arbitrage (buying & selling) steps in and out of Characters as a 

robber baron (lord) of an earlier time. His guest of today include a Hollywood 

director, a not-so-cutting-edge sculptor, an online lingerie designer, an aggressive 

publicist, and an aging historian. Their counterparts from the past are the great man’s 

rebellious son, a grand dame of New York society, the architect who built the 

mansion originally, and the maids and servants who maintain it. In this dance of rich 

storytelling and social commentary, it becomes strikingly clear that while old money 

has become new, little else has changed over the years. Children still rebel against 

their controlling parents, women still hope for love, and greed, robbery, and angst 

(deep anxiety) persist.  

viii) Third (2004)  

 The play takes place at a small New England College during one academic year. 

If focuses on the life of a female college professor at a prestigious liberal arts college, 

Laurie Jameson and how her life and fundamental assumptions are challenged by an 

encounter with a student, Woodson Bull, III. The professor and student have strongly 

divergent personal and political characteristics. Because of these differences, the 

professor accuses the student of  plagiarism when he turns in an assignment that 

seems, to her, to be beyond his ability to produce. The play grapples with the issue of 

stereotyping and identity politics as well as generalization and family issues.                

2.3.1 Drama – Heidi Chronicles (1989) 

- By Wendy Wasserstein 

2.3.2  Dramatic Persons  

1) Heidi Holland – Protagonist of the play, 40 years.  

2) Susan – Same age of Heidi not against men but disturbed as a woman, Heidi’s 

best female friend. 

3) Fran – She is of 30, full with loose language, Neither against the men and nor at 

the side of men.                                              

4) Jill – She is of 40, having four children, slight disturbed but positive.  

5) Becky – Married, her father deserted her mother, so was hurt deeply.  

6) Debbie – Student of Chicago Art Institute Organizing a march against the 

curates for not including women artists in exhibition and presentation.  
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7) Molly – Attractive young girl of 26. She is from Montana Women’s Health and 

Legal Collective.  

8) Lisa – Scoop’s wife, an illustrate of children’s book.  

9) Denise – She is 24, Lisa’s sister, working as a production assistant on a TV 

show called Hello, New York.  

10) Betsy – She is 35 and also pregnant. She is tired all the time.  

11) April – She hosts TV show Hello, New York and wife of David Lambert a real 

estate magnet (agent)    

12) Scoop Rosenbaum – Male friend of Heidi, a journalist. Heidi is having 

relations with him.  

13) Peter Patrone – Heidi’s best male friend Doctor and successful pediatrician. 

Strong opposer of feminism.   

2.3.3 Summary of the Play  

i)  Summary Act – I 

Prologue 

 The prologue opens in a lecture hall at Columbia University, New York in 1989. 

Heidi Holland the main character which is 40 years old. She is delivering lecture and 

it is on three women artists, Sofonisba Aanquissola, Clara Peeters and Lilly Martin 

Spencer. But they were six sisters. A painted portrait in Hands of Heidi is of Minerva 

the sister of Sofonisba Aanquissola which was painted in 1559 by herself. Then the 

another picture was of her three sisters shown playing chess. The picture is painted in 

1555. Sofonisba was praised in 17th century as being a portraitist as great as Titian. A 

famous painter of the Renaissance period named Tiziano Vecelli or Vecellio (1490-

1576) from Venice. In English he is called as Titian. The reference is given in this 

play for the only purpose that though she was famous but now on the face of 20th 

century she is unknown to the world. Near about the thirty of painting of Sofonisba 

we know. But neither she nor the prior famous personalities of any field have any 

trace as on time. Sofonisba was a painter of formal portraiture. (1594 - 1657)  

 Then she mentions the second sister Clara Peeters. She says that Clara’s self 

portrait which they see is only a belief that it is of Clara and painted by herself which 

was the greatest woman artist of the 17th century. Then she speaks about her ten great 
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pictures. She works predates the great period of northern still-life painting. Another 

characteristic of Clara is mentioned here by Heidi that she is interested more in 

geometrical details then the living beings particularly the male peers. She painted 

cylindrical containers, disks of the plate and triangular cuts in cheese. Normally if we 

think about the cheese we think the test and deliciousness. But here Clara’s thinking 

was about the form of the article. Further she comments that Clara went through 

prolonged cheese period.  It means the period was lengthy and full with boredom. In 

single line we can say that Clara was the painter of still-life composition. She 

referred the American genre painter Lily Martina Spencer and her picture named 

“We Both Must Fade,” painted in 1869 which is combines in a “Vanitas”. In the 

formal painting we see a young women posing in an exquisitely detailed dress, 

surrounded by symbolic still life objects. It contains fading flower, clock face, 

precious, jewelry etc. it interprets a lot that the jewelry is the symbol of earthly 

possessions. At the same time the fading flower and the clock face they both reminds 

us the mortality and time passing. The young woman she is beautiful well dressed by 

it will fade as time passes. This portrait indicates that we should meditate on the 

brevity of youth on which we are proud, and all the objects we are carrying with care 

all they will be extinguished in the passage of time which is almighty. We know the 

conspicuous truth of ephemerality of everything yet we are running after it that is the 

real satire of human life and earthly things.  

 Finally she says that all paintings are of still life composition. These paintings 

remind her horrible past. She says that right from the beginning of life we don’t 

know what we want we are always hang around the confusion of our wants. Thus the 

prologue gives us the hint of the subject matter of the further parts.  

Act – I Scene – I 

 The first scene of the first act opens at sanatorium of school in 1965. In the 

beginning the two characters are on the scene. Heidi and Susan are girlfriends. They 

are singing Susan is rolling up her skirt and runs out the floor and asks a boy to 

dance with her. She leaves Heidi behind.  Heidi starts reading book. Meanwhile a 

boy passes her he asks Heidi for dance. He is Chris Boxer, Student Council 

President. Heidi Holland introduces herself as an editor of the newspaper. Chris asks 

her for dance and she refuses very gently by saying that she has a partner her 

girlfriend Susan for dance. Chris tries to leave but Susan stops him for dance. Chris 

feels uncomfortable and goes away. Susan is slight angry with Heidi. As a good 
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friend she tells Heidi that she should respect the men and should take them seriously. 

Heidi denies it. She says they three she, Susan and Chris are equal, and there is no 

difference among them. He can twist and smoke and we can escape from gym with 

an excuse called “I have my monthly”. Susan feels very nauseating for Heidi’s 

reasons. But Heidi is normal she kisses Susan on her cheeks. Susan feels horrible for 

the kissing on cheeks. Here the writer suggests her opinion about men. She suggests 

that men and women are equal in status and we should not give them any 

unnecessary respect. Susan goes for a dance with a gentleman. Another character 

Peter enters there and talks. He asks her which book she is reading she replies ‘Death 

Be Not Proud’. (It is a famous poem of Emily Dickonson). Peter is little bit 

surprised. He thought that she is depressed that she is reading the poem about ‘death’ 

in the dance room. He tells her that twist and smokers are having themselves on their 

lady friends. He asks her for dance. She accepts the offer and starts dancing with him 

on the song which is sweet but is unknown to her. During the dance he asks her 

whether she will marry him, she replies that she likes her independence. He says her 

that she can be his great friend. She accepts it “a punch cup as a momento besides her 

pillow”. They continue dance till the lights get fade.  

Act – I Scene – II 

 The second scene, a dance hall in Manchester, New Hampshire. The year is 

1968. The party is organized for volunteers and supporters of Eugene McCarthy as 

he is a candidate for presidential election. Heidi is lingering around the food table. 

Scoop Rosenbaum approaches her and asks her casually where she is going she 

replied that she is listening music. On this scoop comments that singer is ‘A-’ and the 

band is ‘C+’. She is annoyed with his comments. Then she tells her name as Susan. 

Scoop comments that she is unpleasant and her books are ‘B-’. She is objecting him 

for giving grades to everything as he has no right to do so. Then they talk about the 

contemporary social political conditions. Then the discussion turns to McCarthy 

Scoop. He gives ‘C+’ to him on this she comments him as a radical (extremist). 

Scoop is little angry with her comments. But he appreciates her honest comments. 

Further he says that she is cute. Heidi replies that he is irritating. The discussion goes 

on. Heidi says that she is planning to be an art historian. On this scoop comments 

negatively. Heidi objects him as his interpretations are Marxist. Scoop calls her by 

her real name Heidi. She is surprised how he knows her name. He says he is 
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journalist. He describes her nature as the unfortunate contradiction in terms – a 

serious good person.  

 The discussion switches over to the women’s equality i. e. equal pay, equal 

rights, equal organs etc. Heidi objects him saying whether he intends that the well 

educated women making he and his children tuna-fish, sandwiches etc. She is strictly 

against that. Scoop says he agrees and he is on her side. Further he openly invite her 

to same bed with him. Here Heidi is neither surprised nor angry with him. But she 

refuses to reply. Scoop objects her why she keeps mum when he talks about sex. 

Further he accepts that she is a serious good person. He says he can fall in love with 

her. There is a pause. Then he kisses Heidi passionately and walks. Heidi also looks 

at him and follow him. Without uttering a single word. Scoop Clenches his fist in 

success. Thus the second scene ends.  

Act – I Scene – III 

 The scene third takes place in 1970 in the church basement in Ann Arbor, 

Michigan. In this scene other characters present on stage for first time and they form 

a new topic to the previous one. Jill of 40, is the mother of four. Fran thirty five was 

lesbian feminist. She leads a group named Women’s Consciousness Raising Group. 

Another female character in the attendees Becky a ‘17’ years, and is abandoned by 

her parents. She is living with an abusive boy friend. Heidi and Susan come there. 

Heidi attends graduate school at Yale and Susan is now a law student. The meeting is 

going on Jill is telling the all that their group is free and very easy. Since last four 

years she is the member of group. She is the mother of four daughters. She has a 

strong regret that all members of her family are taken care by her but she herself 

alone is left forgotten by the family to be cared of. Next character is Fran she is thirty 

five years old. Susan comments over the opinion of Fran that her defensiveness 

overwhelming her retaliating capacity. Jill says that Fran is a gifted physicist and if 

she feels to be a lesbian she can have a choice to sleep with a woman. She has a right 

to do so. Heidi avoids to talk on that. She came there as a causal visit. Fran says just 

visit is not useful one. She (Heidi) should come there as her sister. Fran complains 

that all they are living their lives having men judge them. She is hopeful that good 

time will role up. Susan says she has decided  to work within the male-establishment 

power has to change the system. Satirically she says “Gives a power salute”.  
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 Now the life of Becky is opened. Everybody is surprised to listen that Becky is a 

daughter of famous filmmaker Ed Groves, who got many awards for his 

documentary film “Flowers children of Yepsilanti”. Becky tells her story that her 

father had the relationship with another woman without marriage. She left her mom 

flipped out. It is really a tragic one that the man who got awards for the documentary 

which explains how to take care of the budding girls. How they should be delicately 

brought up. In reality he has neglected his own daughter. Further Becky tells that she 

is living really an abusive life with her boy friend.  

 All are shocked to listen that. She serves Bobby (her boy-friend) as an attendant 

yet he gets angry. Most time she locks herself in the bathroom and cries without 

sound. All that is mute.  

 Jill is very angry to listen the story of Becky. She describes very beautifully the 

nature of woman in following words – “Woman has to learn to give to these (men) 

who appreciate her, instead of those who expect her”. Fran uses very abusive 

language for men of the society.  

 Heidi is graduating in art history. Her interest is in images of women from the 

Renaissance Madonna (mother of Jesus) to the present. But her interpretations are 

not feminist but are humanist. She decided to live her life as she intends to. She has a 

boy friend. He dates lot of women. But Heidi has no objections. Because when she 

needs him she goes to him and when she wants to away from him, he is unbelievably 

attentive. “Here we can interpret the nature of Heidi that she feels if we expect 

something it becomes vice versa and if we don’t expect it becomes flexible to both.” 

 Further she accepts that though she has the relations with Scoop but could have 

better choice. Peter was better than Scoops. Thus she admits that the problem is not 

with him (Scoop) but with her (Heidi) Fran comments on the nature of Heidi, she 

says “Heidi is one smart repressed lady”. Yet she understand and loves Heidi.  

  Concludingly the embraces themselves and sing a song 

  Friends, friends, friends 

  We will always be 

  Whether in hail or dark shormy weather.  

  Camp Trackahoe will keep as together. 
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  R-E-S-P-E-C-T, 

  Find out what it means to me. 

  Sock it to me, a little respect.  

 The scene ends with this arms up with the prod aiming A little respect.  

Act – I Scene – IV 

 This scene is in 1974. The venue is outside the Chicago Art Institute. The 

character of Debbie is introduced first time in this play. Heidi and Debbie both are 

protesting against Institute for not including women artists in exhibits Debbie takes 

the bullhorn (mike). The attendance of the women at the institution is more than 

seventy percent and yet their names are excluding from the exhibition. Peter, Heidi’s 

friend enters and cheats sarcastically in very abusive language. Heidi very angry with 

Peter she stops him. Debbie has decided to ask the curator why the female artists are 

not included in the exhibition. She is going to demand the equal representation of 

women artists in the exhibition. There is a quarrelsome discussion between Peter and 

Heidi. Heidi scolds him for his view against women. She does not like his criticism 

on from. She feels Peter has no right to talk on Fran as she is lesbian because he 

himself has relations with his male friend. He is gay. Peter wants to join their march 

‘Women in Art’. Heidi is not ready. But she invites Mark and asks his equal 

consideration in march. Automatically Peter joins with Heidi; and Mark in march. 

All they loudly says Women in Art! Women in Art. The scene closes as they exit and 

marching towards curators cabin.  

Act – I Scene – V 

 The year 1977, this scene shifts to a ballroom of Pierce Hotel. It is anteroom to 

the ballroom. A new character Molly is introduced in this scene. She is of 26, young 

and beautiful. Susan now lives with these women along with Molly collective in 

Montana. Peter enters here also and again making satirical comments. He says Lisa is 

suit to be the bride for Scoop. But he (Peter) has ambivalent feelings about her. 

Means love and hatred both contradictory feeling about her at the same time. Further 

he comments that he has never seen a less romantic-looking bride. He points out to 

Lisa. Heidi tries to stop him. All the women are praising Lisa. Molly says she is very 

nice person. Peter says she is a very nice person too. On every good comments of 

women Peter makes negative comments. Then Scoop enters. He welcomes all. Scoop 
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charges that Susan has lust in her mind for other women (lesbian). Scoop informs 

that Lisa’s books are very popular. Now Peter is shocked to know that Lisa is a 

writer of the best medial text is the country “King Ginger Goes to the Hospital”. First 

time Peter is defeated completely. Because to whom he was thinking very inferior in 

reality she is superior not him only but to all men also. The hot discussion between 

Heidi and Scoop. Scoop objects her for living with the editor. He feels that the editor 

is half creative. Heidi is very angry and says that she hates him and his behaviour. 

She is there because Peter intends to meet Scoop not for the marriage of Scoop, and 

Molly wanted to see New York these are the two reasons of her arrival. Here Scoop 

expresses his orthodox views. He wanted to marry Heidi and expected her to be 

completely his devotee. She should submit her to him and should look after the home 

and family. Because he would alone into the world with confidence to obtain ‘A’. 

Here ‘A’ means the top position. On the contrary Heidi expects that not he alone but 

they both she and Scoop would go in the world as equal partners. The would obtain 

‘A’ with the equal efforts of both. On this Scoop says he does not want the wife ‘A+’ 

like Heidi. But he prefers the wife ‘A-’ like Lisa. In other words we can say that he 

could not have married Heidi because she would have been competing with him 

which harms his male ego. But within very few minutes Heidi and Scoop reconcile 

themselves. They move towards each other and kiss. They start dancing slowly. They 

sing song.  

   “Darling you send me.  

   Honest you do.  

   Honest you do.  

 Lights fade and the first act closes.       

ii)  Terms To Remember Act – I 

Prologue 

1) Titian – Italian painter named Tiziano Vecelio during the Renaissance (16th 

Century) He painted pictures with various colours and his style was against the 

conventions of composition. He broke the traditional point of view in painting 

pictures. 

2) Art History – Study of historical arts e. g. historical paintings, sculpture and 

other visual arts.  
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3) Still – life painting – Work of art depicts ‘Inanimate subject matter (food, 

flowers, plants, rocks, shells dead animals etc.) Man made (drinking glasses, 

books, vases, jewelry, coins, pipes, etc.) It’s origin in Middle Ages ( 5th to 15th 

Century) Greco – Roman art. It is carried out in 16th & 17th century.  

4) Vanitas – A symbolic work of art particularly the painting showing temporarity 

of life, futility of pleasure, certainty of death etc.   

Act – I Scene – I 

1) Bobby Kennedy – He is an American politician and lawyer. Attorney General 

1961-1964. His name is Robert Francis Kennedy. Brother of John F. Kennedy. 

He was a romantic figure in 50’s and 60’s.  

2) Hully – gully baby – A famous song by beach boys. It is written by Fred Sledge 

smith and Clittor Goldsmith. It was Released in 1959. Very good and famous 

song. Youngsters used to dance on the song in those days.  

3) Messed – Disturbed  

4) Death Be Not Proud – A famous poem of American poetry, written be Emily 

Dickenson (1830-1886) 

5) Portsmouth – Name of the city. It is located in England.  

6) Fragile – Delicate  

7) Melodic but atonal – Unknown sweet song.  

8) Covet – Like  

9) Punch cups – Antique pressed glass cups.  

Act – I Scene II 

1) Bullshit – Stupid or nonsense talk.  

2) Incredibly obnoxious – Unbelievably unpleasant.  

3) Vassar – It is a name of city in US. 

4) Nuance – A subtle difference in meaning or expression.  

5) Poughkeepsie – A queen city at the side of river Hudson.  

6) Politico – A politician with strong political views.  
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Act – I Scene III 

1) Mammoth snowdrifts – Massive heaps of snow.  

2) Aphrodite – Goddess of beauty, fertility and sexual love (mythological 

reference)  

3) Clitoral Satisfaction – Sexual Satisfaction.  

4) Vulnerability – Insecurity (emotional) 

5) Headway – Progress  

6) Paces – Steps  

Act – I Scene IV 

1) Rembrandt – A Dutch painter (1606-1669)  

2) Robens – A Dutch painter (1577-1640)  

3) Quaaludes – A Sexy tranquilizer  

4) Ehrlich person and Halde person – German surnames means the honest or 

honourable. 

5) Dyspeptics – Irritative  

6) Narcissitic – Loving self  

7) Perky gal – Cheerful but careless  

8) Goddamn – The ward used to express anger or frustration. 

9) Antagonized – Strongly opposed.  

10) Picket sign – Sign shows the strong protest.  

Act – I Scene V 

1) MRS degree – It is a term to describe when young woman attends the college or 

university to find a potential spouse.  

2) Masochist – Obtaining pleasure by receiving punishment.   

3) Bland – Mild, gentle  

4) Montana – A state in western US 
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5) Ambivalent – Having contradictory feelings about some (love and hated 

together)  

6) Horah – looking frightful (horrible)  

7) Shred – torned pieces of clothe. 

8) Lousy Construction – bad or disgusting language  

9) Marcusian – Marcus Whiteman (1802-1847) the frontier missionary at Oregon a 

state in US. He established school and made available the medical facilities for 

the people thus the term ‘Marcusion’ referred. Heidi intends to work like him. 

Remark is satirical.  

10) Dangle – Hang or suspend, without support.  

iii)  Summary Act – II 

Prologue 

 The second act opens in the same lecture hall the year is 1989. Heidi is 

delivering a lecture with the projection of sides. Through every slide she is 

explaining the famous women painters with their paintings.  

 She is speaking about famous painter Lilla Cabot Perry, who was having the 

influence of “American Impressionism,” which is a different type of painting. It is 

particularly made by loose brushwork and vivid colours. Her painting ‘Lady with a 

Bowl of Violets’. Meanwhile the wrong slide comes it creates comic flavor. She 

corrects and further she describes the painting. Lady is wearing loose dress made by 

transparent fiber. Then another famous woman painter Lilly Martin Spencer (1822-

1902) whose paintings are of domestic scenes women and children etc.  

 Here Heidi points out that both different painters having separate situations in 

their paintings. But one thing in their painting is common that they are uniquely 

female. Both women (painters) seem slightly removed from occasions at hand. That 

is a view of highly informed spectator. It is not of an Art Historian, not of painter and 

not of a casual observer.  

Act – II Scene – I 

 The first scene of second act begins in 1980. Heidi attends the baby shower for 

Lisa. ‘Baby Shower’ particularly an event celebrated for the coming child it is a sort 
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of celebration of a woman’s transformation as a mother. All the attendants are 

especially women. Susan, Lisa and Lisa’s sister Denise is present. Denise is a new 

character introduced in this scene. She works as a production assistant on a show 

called Hello New York. She invites Heidi to talk on her own book. So Denise 

expects that Heidi should attend the TV show as a guest. The show is devoting a 

series to “Women in the Righties”. “What we have gained”, “What we have lost”. On 

this show Heidi should talk about her book. “Woman and Art And the Light Floods 

in from the left”.  

 Denise is also a desperate woman she is very eager to be a mother of child 

before she is thirty. She is in search of a suit (husband) as per her own standards.  

 Heidi informs that the she is married and accepted a position as an art historian 

at Columbia. She informs that she attended the mourning of the death of John 

Lennon at Central Park. She saw scoop with another woman. Further she says she 

embraced her and, commented on her book as ‘A’ – inspiration as ‘B’ – follow 

through. These comments are as per the mentality of male superiority over women. 

Heidi and Scoop both cried and walked away.  

 The scene is the baby shower the celebration and paying best wishes all that was 

for very short time. But the discussion over the male mentality carried out for long 

time. Here all of them are disturbed by one or other reason but the disturbance is 

based on male mentality. No more important happens in this scene. Just some new 

information of themselves of the time they passed from prologue to first scene.  

 At the end they all pay tribute to late John Ringo, Paul and George by raising the 

wineglasses. The scene closes without any happening.  

Act – II Scene II 

 This scene is exactly two years after the first scene. The year is 1982. Heidi 

appears on the show with Scoop and Peter. Peter became a famous and successful 

pediatrician. The location it T. V. studio. Demise enters, now she is pregnant so she 

is very happy. The scene covers the TV interview April the TV anchor of ‘Hello New 

York’ introduces herself. The topic of the programme is ‘baby boom generation’ the 

people born after second world war. The period is 1946 to 1964. They are 29% of the 

total population of US. It is a high birth rate ever in US. Further she describes them 

as the kids grew up in fifties, pretested in sixties were the “me’s” (as the special 

personalities) of the seventies and the parents of the eighties. Further she introduces 
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scoop, editor of successful magazine ‘Boomer’. Heidi Holland, author of ‘And the 

Light Floods in from the Left and director of Womanzart.’ Dr. Peter Patrone the 

leading pediatrician in New York. All they are under forty. April asks them what 

they feel as the representatives of the “Baby Boom Generation”. Scoop says they are 

idealistic. Peter says he is enough wise. Heidi is asked but is interrupted by Scoop 

Heidi is asked whether she is a superwoman. Heidi is not happy with this question 

then she is asked whether she thinks that it is a “Compromise”. Scoop interrupts, 

says that if we ask women to compromise, then we have to ask men to compromise. 

This wife got an award, she did not have compromised. Then he speaks about single 

women which are panicked (he thinks it not the women) about their biological clocks 

winding down. Heidi is about to answer but again she is interrupted by Peter. Peter 

feels no distinguishing factor of their generation with the previous. Every time Heidi 

is interrupted and the opinions of Peter and Scoop are forced over Heidi. April is 

clever enough she asks again that whether the “baby boom generation” are enough 

grown up. She satirically says that who knows it ‘Peter Pan’ enters through the 

window. On this Peter is totally gasped. Indirectly she comments that they are like 

‘Peter Pan’. Here ‘Peter Pan’ is a fictional character by Scottish novelist J. M. 

Bavrie. Peter Pan is a boy who can fly but could not grown up. He was mischievous 

young boy who enjoyed his childhood throughout his life. April is referring as ‘Peter 

Pans’.  

 Scoop invites April to lunch because her husband own a significant piece of land 

of Manhattan real estate. But Peter is not please with the behavior of Scoop. There is 

a hot conversation between Heidi and Scoop. Because he did not give her chance to 

talk. She is very angry. Scoop apologizes but Heidi is unmoved and in the fumes she 

exits. Scoop could not convince Heidi. But he objects Peter that Peter and Heidi 

could manage their friendship and could maintain. Scoop feels envy for that. Scoop 

call Peter as an arrogant person. Peter replies that he is just a simple man of 

medicine. Scoop is totally upset after all no due to the behaviour of others but by 

himself. At end he is seated alone on the “Hello, New York” set.  

Act – II Scene – III 

 The scene opens in 1984. Heidi is sitting at a table in New York restaurant. 

Susan enters and they start discussing. The topic is Heidi’s life. Heidi tells that last 

days she was dating with a lawyer. He loved her. But he didn’t like to call him after 
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ten O’clock. It is totally conditional love by his ride. So Heidi again departed from 

him.  

 Then the story of Susan. She just broke up with her boyfriend of fifty-six. He is 

married and he did not want to start another family. Desperately Susan got separated. 

Heidi tells that she wants to start her life at sixty. She heard that in Brazil the 

hormone is developed which stimulate the specific cells of the body. She will go and 

will have the treatment to make her fertile at sixty. It is really a disgusting. They are 

waiting for Denise. Susan has hired Denise as her assistant. Denise enters and greets 

to them. Further Susan says that she and Denise want to develop the television show 

about single women in the art world in the city like New York, Chicago or Houston. 

They want Heidi to be their consultant. Susan continues talking. She talks about her 

views and opinion. For women equal rights, equal pay that is alright, but blaming 

everything on being a woman is now out dated. Denise is very much junior in age to 

Heidi. She is comparing the both generations, one of Heidi and another of her own. 

She further says the women of Heidi’s age are very unhappy, unfulfilled and 

frightened of growing old alone. Denise is not ready for the same to be old alone. 

She can’t imagine her life without husband or own baby. Girls of her age have 

planned that they want to get married in their twenties, have their first baby by thirty 

and make a pot of money. Which can carry their life with all luxury. Heidi is 

suffocated to listen all she expresses her helplessness to work with Susie. Susie 

comments that Heidi would be the historian only. Satirically further says that she 

would miss ‘The Heidi Chronicles’. Chronicles means the record based on facts in 

detailed. Heidi responses that she is very sorry she didn’t have a creative slot for her. 

The views about the women and their lives of Heidi are quite different than Susan 

and Denise Yet at the end of the Scene Heidi remarks with the words ‘Keep the 

faith’. Thus the scene closes.  

Act – II Scene – IV 

 This scene is opened 1986. The place is Plaza Hotel. Heidi addressed highschool 

alumnae of Miss Crain’s school. The topic for the day is ‘Women, where are we 

going’. She further says that she has graduated from the school in 1965. Though she 

has given the particular topic yet she is delivering what happened last day with her. 

She is away from her topic. She talks about something that happened to her the day 

before. She continues that after teaching, she went to the exercise class where she 

found two women were talking on such a topic which was totally irrelevant and she 
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felt herself out of the logic. The topic the two women were discussing was out of her 

relate. She found somewhat envying to those women. She was about to leave the 

locker room again she tripped into the another group of women with whom she was 

totally least concerned. She talked about Alexander Pope a famous British Poet. She 

was feeling uncomfortable, embarrassed and humiliated in front of every woman in 

that room. She mentioned about her talk with Jeanette an exercise woman. Jeanette 

put her arms around Heidi to console her for her mental condition.   

 Suddenly she looks up at the audience. Referring to the women’s movement she 

tells the audience – “ I thought we were all in this together”. She is totally shaken 

and disturbed. She winds up her speech and quickly exits the stage.  

 Here though she couldn’t talk properly on the topic, “Women, Where We Are 

Going”, yet we can understand the stress of personal life on Heidi. The topics of 

classroom and locker room themselves explicitly shows the mental state of Heidi. 

The topic on which the women were talking in the locker room all they were the 

common but in their discussion she did not final anything which related to the 

women themselves.  

 It seems that the women they lost themselves and became lifeless objects of the 

society. Heidi did not want to be like them. We can conclude this scene with a note 

that irrelevantly Heidi suggested really “Women, Where We Are Going”. 

Act – II Scene – V 

 The scene is midnight, Christmas Eve, 1987. Heidi is carrying boxes of 

donations to the children of the hospital. Peter is surprised to see her at midnight. 

Heidi tells him that she wanted to donate the boxes to the children. Further she tells 

him that she is leaving tomorrow. On this Peter is angry with her. He says he will not 

indulge her problems because there are many things which are more important than 

her life. He blames her by saying that would get narrower and narrower. Friends are 

their families. It is a social awareness of which Heidi is not aware. All the friends 

they feel their lives. Friends as the family is worth than the individual one and that is 

the view of life of Peter. On the contrary Heidi takes everybody according to her 

standards. She wants the people as per her own views. She thinks about herself and 

not about the others. Further he says that many of his friends are during of AIDS. He 

says his friends very handsome almost usually of his own age to whom none of them 

will see again as they are dying earlier death due to AIDS. He regards her 
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unhappiness is really a trivial to the lives of his friends. He is afraid that life is 

growing smaller. Here Peter confesses that since twenty five years he is waiting 

madly for the love of Heidi. But she never considered him. On this Heidi also 

confesses that she wants to know him all her life. Though she can’t marry she will be 

his true friend. And she decided to stay there for him. Both compliments to each 

other and express best wishes of Christmas. Thus here in this scene we feel that first 

time Heidi thinks above self about others. With this development the scene closes.  

Act – II Scene – VI 

 This scene opens in an empty room with fireplace in 1989. Heidi seated in a 

rocker and reading a book. Scoop enters wearing a suit and raincoat. Heidi just 

moved into a new apartment. Heidi asks Scoop what he is doing there. Scoop calls 

her that she assumes herself to be prissy (excessive respectable) Scoop tells her that 

he has sold out his magazine Boomer. He tells the reason that he wanted to buy 

maritime art. Heidi asks him about his wife Lisa. He says Lisa is in Florida with 

Maggie (his daughter) and her mother. And the another daughter Pierre is with him 

in town. He feels that he has nothing to show his daughter as precious or prestigious 

he done for them. He accepts that he is self indulgent and spoiled man with 

superficial values. He asks her support by saying that she is lonely and he is lost. 

Here the male instinct in Scoop is explicit. He still does not like Heidi’s caustic 

(incisive) or penetrative side. Scoop got the news that Heidi has adopted an infant 

from Panama. Heidi named her as Judy. Scoop gives a silver spoon for Judy. 

 Further Heidi tells him that she is not going to lend a sympathetic ear to his 

throubles. She will not console all the time to him. Because she has her own life to 

lead. She takes Judy out of the carriage and lifts her up and she says ‘A Heroine for 

the Twenty first’. Means the 21st century will be of her daughter she will be the 

heroine of the century. She sings a song  

 Darling you send me,  

 Honest you do ---------- 

 Lights fade. The slide 

 of Heidi holding Judy in  

 front of a museum banner.  

 At end of the second act  
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 The song ‘You Send me’ It is a famous song by Sam Cooke which was famous 

in Rock and Roll Hall. All the people of America very mad after that song. The 

writer purposely closed 1st act and Second Act with the same song. The meaning 

described is that feeling of love is so deep, and it takes you to another world.  

 The second act closes with same note of song of First Act.  

iv)  Terms to Remember Act – II 

Prologue 

1) American Impression – It was a style of painting related to European 

Impressionism. During 19 & 20 the centuries it is a style of painting 

characterized by loose brushwork and vivid colours.  

2) Lilla Cabot Perry – (1848-1933) An American artist of impressionist style. She 

rendered portraits and landscape.  

3) Lady with a Bowl of Violets :- It is picture by Lila, demonstrated her love of 

light infused impressionists colours and light brushwork. 

4) Flimsy negligee – Loose dress (gown) made by thin transparent fiber.  

5) Flimsy to flouncy – Transparent but thin it is purposely made light (not faint)  

6) Delineated – Clearly portrayed through the painting.  

7) Lady in an Evening Dress – It is a famous painting on oil canvas in 1911 by Lila 

Cabot Parry.  

8) Lilly Martin Spencer’s Fading Rose – Lilly Martin Spencer (1822-1902) one of 

the most popular painter widely reproduces the American female genre painters. 

She primarily painted domestic scenes. Fading Rose is her famous painting.  

Act – II  Scene – I 

1) Imagine – It is a famous song released in 1971 in American written and 

performed by John Lennon. The lyrics meant to encourage the listener to 

‘imagine’ at world at peace without the barriers of borders or the division of 

religion and nationality and to consider the possibility that the whole of 

humanity would live unattached to material possessions. This song is used in 

background of the first scene of second act which is suitable to the theme of the 

play.  
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2) Ronald Reagan :- President of American 1981 to 1989. He is referred here as a 

good president. It was time of election 1980’s. Reagan intended move for 

Greening of American.  

3) Baby Shower – It is a part held for woman who is expecting a baby, to which 

friends and relatives (especially female) bring gifts for the coming child. “It is a 

ceremony to celebrate the transformation of a woman into a mother”.  

4) The New South :- The full form is “The New South Democracy” or “New South 

Creed” after 1877. The reforms used to accept the modernization of the society 

and activities to integrate more fully with the U. S. and reject the economy and 

traditions of the “Old South” and the slavery based plantation system of the 

“Antebellum Period” (This is the period from late 18th cent. to 1861. A sort of 

agriculture policy which was against industrial and Urban Idealogy)     

5) Mortified :- Disgraceful, dishonouring (ground).      

Act – II Scene II 

1) Baby boom generation :- This term is used to identify a massive increase in 

births following World War – II. The people born worldwide between 1946-

1964. This birth rate is very high comparatively to the previous 29% percentage 

of total population was of baby boom generation.  

2) Peter Pan – A mythological character. A young boy who can fly but never grew 

up. (A fictional character of Scottish Novelist J. M. Barrie in his novel)  ‘Pan’ is 

also a name of the follower of Jesus Christ.  

3) Sentimental Spasm :- Emotional Outburst.  

Act – II Scene – III 

1) Hormone in Brazil – Fluid which stimulate the specific cells in the body of 

woman for fertility. The same treatment is available in Brazil.  

2) Bizarre habit :- Eccentric or exceptional habit which is not normal one.  

3) Just Parse :- Out dated. 

4) Gals – Girls.  

5) Sitcom – Comedy.  

6) Chronicles – Record base on facts in detailed.  
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7) Keep the faith – If you keep faith with someone you have made a promise to or 

something you believe in.  

Act III Scene IV 

1) Luncheon – A sort of formal lunch, where the special programme is organized 

and special guest is invited to deliver a speech on specific topic.  

2) Alumnae – Female past students of college or school.  

3) Alumni – Male part students of college or school.  

4) Hieroglyphics scribbled – Carelessly or hurriedly written matter which is 

difficult to read.  

Act II Scene V 

1) Insane – Out of senses 

2) Hectic – Busy  

3) Ch-cha lessons – Cha-cha is a famous ballroom dance of Cuba. There are 

lessons to learn the dance.   

4) Narcissism – Excessive self love 

5) Aids – Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome. It is a disease which is non 

recoverable and it is due to Human Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV). 1980’s was 

the decade the disease discovered and took lives of many youngsters in Europe 

and US. No curable medicine for this disease.  

Act II Scene – VI 

1) Rocker – Chiar which moves to and tro like a cradle. 

2) Chintz – Printed multicoloured cotton fabric used as curtains having glazed 

finish. 

3) Maritime art – A museum related to the seafaring and precious articles are 

preserved. 

4) Caustic – Satirical incisive or penetrative    

5) Panama – A country in central America.  
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6) You send me, Honest you send me – It is a love song written and recorded by 

American singer Sam Cooke. The song was famous in Rock and Roll hall with 

dance. It was released in 1957. The Manhattans version was released in 1985. 

2.3.4 Characters  

1.  Heidi Holland   

 The character of Heidi is not only the major character but the central character 

of the play Heidi Chronicles also. Title of the play is by her name. This play explains 

the wistful character of Heidi.  

 The play is a span of 23 or 24 years, which aligns the life of Heidi with the 

unexpected ups and downs. Heidi Holland, a witty, unmarried art History Professor 

at Columbia University. Her life is the journey of the quest which is unknown which 

destines empty.  

 The play opens with a prologue the year is 1989. Here Heidi is delivering a 

lecture in which she is showing the slides of the feminist women artists of 18th 

century which are neglected through they were famous then. She begins with the 

note that how women are subsidized. Then and now also they are not gives equal 

status. Here we finds that in the very beginning of the play Heidi is a strong feminist 

and always in the quest of the identity as a woman. She describes the picture which 

belongs to still life type.         

 Actwise and scenewise the character of Heidi comes forward. In every scene her 

different traits of nature are presented by the writer. We can analyze scenewise –  

 The first scene of Act I, the year is 1965 Sanatorium. Everybody is busy in 

dance. Heidi is reading a book. She denies the offer for dance by any male. Susan, 

other women scolds her, she should respect the men. Peter enters and surprised to see 

that Heidi is reading a poem of Emily, Dickenson ‘Death be not proud’. He 

comments why she is reading the book on death. Here a strange trait of the character 

of Heidi comes forth. She is just under ‘19’ in the first scene. In this amature age her 

behaviour is strange. The spectator is surprised that what type of this character is. 

 The second scene in 1968 gives the slight further step of the traits of Heidi. 

Scoop Rosenberg a journalist comments with grading ABC and Heidi is very much 

angry. Venue is hall in New Hampshire, party is given by Eugene McCarthy a 

politician. The first time Heidi is talking fully about her plans to be art historian 
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Scoop’s comments are very harsh, but when he expresses his love Heidi mutely, 

follow him. Her character is very much confused here.  

 The scene III, Act – I, again in 1970 two years after the previous one. Venue is 

church basement in Ann Arbor Michigan. Heidi accepts her relations with, Scoop. 

Fran a now female character is introduced and she coments “Heidi is one smart 

repressed lady”. Here Heidi admits that she could have better choice than Scoop. 

Peter was better than Scoop. Further she admits that problem is not with Scoop but 

with herself. She is getting graduating in art history. First time we come to know that 

her Interpretations are not like feminist but are humanist though, she is a strong 

feminist.  

 The scene IV, Act – I is in Art Institute outside Chicago. Debbie new character, 

she is preparing the march protesting against the institute for not including women 

artists in exhibits. Peter and his friends comment again on women. Heidi strongly 

objects. But Peter is included in March. Heidi defends Fran as she is lesbian, because 

Peter was commenting. On this she strongly exposed Peter for his relation with his 

friend as a gay. Here Heidi’s strength and firmness regarding feminism is 

appreciating. She is alert about what goes wrong with women and she strongly 

protests.  

 The Scene V, Act I Shifts to ballroom of Pierce Hotel, the year is 1977. New 

character Molly is introduced. She is young of ‘26’. Lisa’s superior side is focused 

that her medical books are very popular “King Ginger Goes to the Hospital.” Peter is 

doctor but he accepts the superiority of Lisa in medical field. Lisa is marrying Scoop 

Heidi could not marry Scoop. The fault is not of Heidi but on the contrary he feels 

that Heidi’s competing nature hurts his male ego. Heidi has relations with him but 

she does not compromise with her feministic approach and is not bothered for not 

getting married with Scoop.  

 Prologue, Act – II it is again the lecture hall and the same year 1989, as it is in 

Prologue Act I. Now Heidi is talking about the women equality through the other 

paintings by another women artist. Concludingly she calls them uniquely female. The 

feministic view and equality is made very bleak.  

 Scene – I, Act – II is Baby Shower (craving ceremony of pregnant woman) 

Susan, Denise, Lisa are with Heidi. The ceremony is of Lisa, year is 1980. Denise is 

also desperate to have a child before she is thirty. Scoops comments again disturb, 
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Heidi, She shouts at him. Heidi has accepted a position as an art historian at 

Columbia.  

 Scene II, Act-II is after two years i. e. 1982. Scoop, Peter and Heidi for TV 

interview named “Hello New York” on “baby boon generation”. Heidi is married and 

on this Scoop comments again sarcastically that she compromised. Heidi tries to 

answer but interrupted by Scoop. Throughout the scene of show Heidi is asked the 

questions and she is interrupted either by Scoop or Peter. Heidi is very angry. Scoop 

apologies but Heidi is firm and unmoved. Here we observe that Heidi is firm with 

her opinions.  

 Scene III, Act – II, in 1984, the venue is New York Restaurant. All the women 

are desperate. Especially Heidi is very much desperate because she wants a child. 

She is suffocated. Susan has break up with her husband and she is afraid of 

loneliness. Heidi comforts her but not satisfactorily.    

 Scene IV, Act – II in 1986, Heidi is addressing as an alumni at Mrs. Crain’s 

School. Topic is “Women Where Are We Going” Total speech is irrelevant and away 

from the topic. Really she does not know where she is going. She is under stress of 

her personal life.  

 Scene V, Act – II in 1987 midnight of Christmas Eve at the hospital. Heidi is 

with some donation boxes for children. She has a dispute with Peter. He comments 

that Heidi is excessively aware about her own life. But there are more social issues 

which are far more important than her life. Here we come to know that Heidi is 

taking everything and everybody according to her opinions and standards. This is the 

drawback of the character. This mirror is shown to her by Peter. Now she comes out 

of her own self.  

 Scene VI, Act II is an empty room at Heidi’s residence. The year is 1989. Scoop 

confessed that he is self indulgent & spoiled man. Further he says she is lonely and 

she is lost. Heidi does not surrender and having no sympathy with Scoop. On the 

contrary she raises and takes up her adopted girl child and says “A Heroin of 21st 

century, women will have a distinct status in 21st century. 

 After all observations we can come the conclusion with the following points.  

• Heidi is often a spectator in her own world.   

• Throughout the play she is disillusioned with her role in the world.  
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• She does not dare to reply the comments and behaviour of the male character in 

her contact.  

• Whenever the situation becomes intolerable she does not retaliate but excapes.   

• Her quest of happiness in endless and aimless. 

• She does not try to overcome with her suppressed identity but laments for lack 

of identity.  

• She is independent yet she finds her life empty.  

• But at the end of the play, when she adopts a girl child she finds the hope of 

fulfillment. She strongly hopes that there will be a different status for a women 

in 21st Century.  

• The last but not the least we can say that she is inactive most times but she has 

not given up the hopes.  

2.  Susan Johnston   

 Susan is the best friend Heidi, having the same age. Susan is an important 

character of this play. She is always with Heidi. She is agree with the concept of 

women equality but she is not against the men. She is disturbed as a women. When 

Heidi denies to dance with a male partner, Susan comments that she should take men 

seriously means she should give due respect to the men too. In the beginning Susan 

is a law student. When Fran complaints about her family that she takes care of the 

family but family does not take care of her; On this Susan comments that her (Fran) 

defensiveness overwhelming her retaliating capacity.  

 Considering the contemporary situation Susan has dropped the idea to start a 

law journal devoted solely to women’s legal issues she decided to work within the 

male establishment power base to change the system. She intends to repair (correct) 

the system from within not from outside. When Scoop and Peter comments on 

women Susan goes out by saying that they are gone horah (means the part of a round 

dance). Here she intends that they are not ready to be a part of their dance (male 

opinions). Here Susan is more effective than Heidi.  

 Susan goes to law school only to avoid a Supreme Court clerkship to move to a 

woman’s collective in Mantana. But again she switched over to business school, 

apparently for the collective. But again she accepts a job in Hollywood as an 
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executive for a new production company that wants to target a young female 

audience. She justifies her switching over the job that she is taking the job for the 

good of all women. Further she says that she has accepted the job because it should 

not be in the hands of a person who is insensitive about women’s issues. But here it 

comes out that she surrenders to the system which is not serious about women’s 

issues.  

 She had a break up with her boyfriend because he did not want to do start 

another family i. e. with Susan. But Susan separated immediately because she feels 

that her options are opened.   

 Her character is a confused one. She has a strong desire on women’s issues, yet 

she could not have a proper way to follow. She may be wrong that she wants to 

change the system (women’s issues) being a part of the system. It shows 

controversial side of her character.  

3.  Fran  

 She is of thirty and introduced in Scene III, Act I. She always uses loose 

language. Every sentence is having abusive words. She gives the reference of the 

Radio and TV series ‘Father Knows Best’ in which the child is feed with the concept 

that father has the solution of every problem. So as it is entitled ‘Father Knows Best’ 

Fran comments over it. Because the female character played by Jane Wyatt is having 

always the subsidiary status. She is only supposed to be the bed partner. Fran is very 

much angry with this male dominancy. She is also desperate. Her observations she 

expresses every woman is taught right from the childhood that they are only for the 

desires and dreams of her husband, her son or her boss are much more important that 

her own. But only the way out is that her own desire and dream all to be as vital as 

the men.  

4.  Jill  

 She is of 40 years old. She has four children. She has a complaint that she has to 

take care of husband, son and daughters, but nobody is there to take care to her. She 

clearly of the opinion that women should learn to give to those who appreciate it, 

instead of to those who expect it.  

5.  Becky  
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 Young girl of just seventeen. She is also a disturbed girl. Her parent are 

separated. They were not married. Her father was film maker he got award for the 

documentary named “Flower Children of Ypsilanti” (Ypsilanti a city of separate 

community lives at a short distance, located just east of Ann Arbor) The satire lies 

here is that Ed Groves got award far above documentary which is about the children, 

and his own daughter is facing the problems due to Ed Groves. It explicits the 

contradictory figure of Ed Groves as a film director means a social figure and on the 

other side the failure father as a family figure.  

 Becky is really disturbed as a woman. Most time she locks herself in bathroom 

and cry without making any sound it is a mute cry. But when she meets all the 

women Heidi, Fran, Susan she becomes very happy. She gets the happiness for the 

first time in the company of these women.  

6.  Debbie   

 She is a student of Chicago Art Institute. She is very angry that women artists 

excluded from the exhibition and presentation. She is preparing for a march, against 

it and she wants to ask the question to the curator of the art institute. Heidi is with 

her. She has collected other female students too. Debbie takes the bullhorn (mike). 

The arguments are as follows that the institute has seventy percent female students 

yet their names are excluded. Her demand is simple that the female students should 

get the equal representation in the exhibition and representation. Peter’s satirical 

comments makes Debbie angry. She openly scolds him that his ironic tone is paternal 

and caustic (male superiority and very sharp in tone). She does not permit him to join 

in the march.  

 Debbie is the first character of this play which is aggressive than other women. 

The character is having very short length in the play but the importance is more than 

the length.  

7.  Molly  

 An attractive young girl of ‘26’ she is from Montana Women’s Health and Legal 

Collective. (It is a club created by Rita Gibsen, Jan White and Nick Zaznowski). The 

purpose of this timeline is to trace the history of territorial and state laws that 

affected women. Molly is an active member of that collective. She has also a very 

short length in this play. Susan informs her about Lisa a bride but she never met 

before but the groom she knows very well which is Heidi’s old friend and he is a 
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prick. When she comes face to face to Scoop the groom tells him directly that she 

heard he is a prick.  

 Susan becomes very uneasy on her comments and she handles in another way. 

Molly’s straight forwardness reflects her nature and personality. Susan feels that she 

is creating problems in the party by her direct questions. She forces her to take to a 

horah dance. ‘Horah’ is a circle dance performed at festive occasions. It is a 

Romanian or Israeli dance form.  

 Though Molly having a very short length she left her engraft on the spectator.  

8.  Lisa Friedlander  

 She is a wife of Scoop and works as an illustrator of children’s books. She is a 

woman of intellectual quality. She is somewhat superior to Scoop. It is really 

pricking to the male dominant nature of Scoop. Lisa enters on the scene very late in 

this play. She is beautiful and speaks with a very slight southern accent. Scoop 

introduces Lisa to Peter by informing that she is an illustrator of King Ginger the 

Lion (King Ginger is the best medical text of the county) Peter appreciates cleanly 

with due respect but Scoop is jealous about her, he comments immediately on this, 

that Lisa is terrific. Lisa invites Peter for dance by saying that her husband Scoop has 

decided to be antisocial at his own wedding.  

 Though Scoop is jealous about Lisa, yet she neglects and keeps herself in social 

and intellectual work. She is pregnant in second act and first scene is of baby shower. 

She carefully attends the guests. She is an emotional woman, but Scoop calls her as 

emotional bumper car. She is hurt by these comments but never retaliate.  

9.  Denise  

 She is a young beautiful girl of ‘24’. She is Lisa’s sister and is working as a 

Production Assistant on a TV show call Hello, New York. She is also brilliant and 

active. She is very eager to marry. She wants to have her own children before she is 

thirty. She invites Heidi to talk on her book in the TV shows Hello, New Work. It is 

a devoting series to “Women in Eighties” and topic is ‘What we have gained and 

what we have lost’ April Lambert is the host of the programme.  

 Her nature and personality is viewed through her dialogue when she is talking 

with Heidi and Susan. She presents her clear views as a woman. She says “I can’t 

imagine my life without my husband or my baby, Max. Our girls have a plan. They 
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want to get married in their twenties, have their first baby by thirty, and make pot of 

money. It’s just a much more together generations than ours.” She never considers 

the comments of men over women.       

10.  Betsy 

 She is of ‘35’ and also pregnant. She appears in the Act II Scene I, is making a 

hat out of wrapping paper. She is managing editor of Scoops magazine, called 

‘Boomer’. She is always fired by unknown work. she strongly feels that every 

woman has a match but for Denise absolutely no on e left. When Susan comments on 

the cries of Heidi asks her what about the cries of him (Scoop). Susan is unanswered. 

By the opinions of she likes men but the complaint is that they really are not very 

nice (good). She presents the hat made from wrapping paper and ribbon.  

 Her character is different from other women. She always says that she is tired. 

This tiredness seems to be the suffocation of her, which she cannot have a proper 

purgation or relief. She is also a mouth piece of confused and tired women.  

11.  April Lambert  

 She hosts TV show, Hello, New York. She is the wife of David Lambert. She 

organized an interview of Heidi, Scoop and Peter for their achievements in their 

respective fields. All they belongs to Baby Boom Generation. This term is used to 

identify a massive increase in births following World War – II. The people born 

worldwide between 1946-64. This birth rate is very high comparatively to the 

previous. The percentage is 29% more than the previous. All these three belongs to 

the same and they are having the typical characteristics.  

 She asks the questions and Scoop answers that their generation is still idealistic. 

When she asks Heidi can she talk about superwoman, on this Heidi answers she has 

too many lists of superwomen. On this Peter comments, Scoop interrupt. They did 

not allow her to answer April is also annoyed with the interruption of both. April 

winds up the programme by saying that the generation is rich, powerful and famous, 

but there may Peter Pan comes through our bedroom window. Here through valuable 

remark by referring Peter Pan makes Scoop and Peter very much surprised. ‘Peter 

Pan’ is a mythological character in Scottish novels who can fly but never grew up. 

Satirically the comments are on Scoop and Peter. April is only a women who could 

comment on men. Her satire is very itchy and made gasped to Peter. He could not 

answer. Concludingly we can say that April is very cleaver woman.  
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12.  Scoop Rosenbaum  

 He is male friend of Heidi. He is her former lover too. They both met first at a 

political fundraiser for Eugene McCarthy. By nature he is arrogant. He represents the 

male dominancy of the age. Intellectually he is equal to Heidi. He has the habit 

grading and assessing points to everything to the cookies, songs even the people also. 

This habit really exposes his mean tendency. Question raises about his grading is that 

who is he? Who has given him right to classify cookies, songs even people in 

grading. He has no right to stamp with grade. 

 In the beginning he intended to marry Heidi. But he could not marry because he 

has a fear in his mind that Heidi would compete him and would challenge him. 

Outwardly though he shows his superiority over all, but inwardly he agrees that 

Heidi is superior to him. The male instinct or arrogance is not ready to submit him 

before Heidi.  

 Everywhere we find he always comments the others and the people got hurt by 

his behaviour. He has objections about the education of Heidi as an Art Historian 

which is non of his business. He has physical relations with Heidi, in that also he 

wants his dominancy.  

 Primarily he works as a journalist, starting his own news paper after dropping 

out of Princeton. Then he became a lawyer for few days. He started magazine 

“Boomer” which became very famous, but the magazine was against the Baby Boom 

Generation. He married Lisa with the intention that she will stay at home, will have 

the children and will be a devoted wife under his dominancy. Molly is the only 

female who asks Scoop whether he is prick on his very face.  

 Lisa his wife before becoming a housewife she worked as an illustrator of 

Children’s books and she is renowned personality which is very itching to Scoop. 

While they were invited for Hello, New York show he interrupted Heidi whenever 

she was asked the questions by Denise. We can call he is a problem child (man) all 

the time throughout the play. He is the perfect representative of sick minded male 

community.  

 In the last scene of the play Scoop is with Heidi. He calls Heidi that she assumes 

herself to be prissy (excessive respectable) further he tell her that he has sold his 

magazine Boomer. Lisa is separate from him. He admits that he has nothing to show 

his daughter as precious or prestigious he done for them. He accepts that he is self 
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indulgent and spoiled man with superficial values. He asked her support by saying 

that she is lonely and he is lost. Here a male instinct in Scoop is explicit. He does not 

like Heidi’s caustic (incisive) or penetrative side. By the observation we can say that 

throughout the play the nature of Scoop is arrogant. He did not change his nature 

after the total destruction of his family life. The male instinct always peeps in his all 

activities and thought.  

13.  Peter Patron  

 He is also one of the best friends of Heidi. He is caustic and cynic. He meets her 

at high school dance and is impressed by her boredom. In the very first scene Peter 

appears and he is surprised to see Heidi is reading a poem ‘Death be not proud’ by 

Emily Dickenson. Peter wants to marry Heidi but she is involved with Scoop. At one 

stage she admits that Peter is better option than Scoop. Peter also comments 

everywhere. Most time he is unwanted guest. Most times Heidi stop him yet he 

continue his mischievousness torture her.  

 As his own personality, he is a famous Physician i. e. a pediatrician. He works in 

the hospital sincerely. On the midnight of Christmas Eve Heidi reached to his 

hospital with the Christmas gifts for children Peter was very angry. He did not like 

that she visited the hospital at midnight. He knew she has her problem but he scolded 

her by saying that there are more important problems than her personal problems. 

She should have got aware about the others.  

 But he has also the male instinct. When he reached Chicago Art Institute he used 

very abusive language and made satirical remarks about the march against the 

curator. Heidi got angry and stopped him. Yet he got participated in the march. 

Whenever all the women used to come together he also kept himself present. He 

interfered their discussion. On every opinion or comments of women he used to 

make negative remarks.  

 On the occasion of TV show Hello, New York April asks questions to Heidi but 

Peter interrupted with his negative comments on Heidi. On the same occasion April 

calls him ‘Peter Pan’. Peter Pan is a character in the Scottish novel who can fly but 

never grew up. Here April wants to point out that though he is of forty yet did not 

grow properly. Here Peter is unanswered. This is the only occasion where Peter 

could not retaliate.  
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 Peter is of the same age of Heidi. He is a good friend. Heidi admits that Peter 

could have been a better partner than Scoops and this is the only plus point of his 

nature.  

 Concludingly we can say that the male dominancy was the universal problem 

and still it is. Peter and Scoop are the perfect representatives of male dominancy 

class.  

2.3.5 Notes  

1.  Themes  

A)  Theme of Identity 

 The themes of this play are occurred in two stages. At the first primary one we 

see throughout the play Heidi is in quest of her own identity. She is between 16 to 19 

in first two scenes. She is sure about her intellect and he belief in women’s causes. 

Whenever she is alone she seriously thinks about her future as a woman and 

whenever she is in group of her friends her commitment to feminism is illustrated. 

She tries almost to raise the consciousness of women towards feminist rights. She 

does not matter whether the groups of only women or of men and women. Heidi 

commits to other women, promoting their equality in art and in life as well.  

 In the quest of identity as a women she has to go under rigorous tests. At the 

time of wedding reception scoop comments that Heidi could not have married 

because she would have wanted the equal status. In other words he hints that no man 

will be able to tender the equal status to Heidi. When Debbie decides protest through 

a march against the curator for not including the women artists in the exhibition and 

presentation, at the time scoop and Peter satirically comments over their movements, 

Heidi is angry and disturbed bus she faced their comments. On the occasion of Baby 

shower programme scoop again comments on her book satirically. In this party 

instead of celebration the discussion over the male mentality carried out for long 

time.  

 Then on the TV show Hello, New York, Demise asks questions to Scoop and 

Peter, but their answer are sarcastic. When she asks questions to Heidi, Peter and 

Scoop interrupts her several time, so as she could not get a chance to put her opinions 

to the people through TV shows. Throughout the play she is suppressed. At the end 
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she decides that she will continue her quest and her adopted daughter Judy would be 

the queen of 21st century and the century will be of women.  

 The problem with Heidi is not only the male mentality of the people but the 

submissive mentality of the women is also serious one. Along with all oddities Heidi 

is firm with her quest of identity as a woman.  

B)  Theme of success and failure  

 How the success differs for man and women is the prime tension of Heidi in this 

play. We know right from the beginning individually Heidi has a successful career as 

an art historian, but the total play focuses more on the success of Heidi as a feminist 

and autonomous person. The individual success is not the fulfillment of Heidi. She 

always intends to get success of the entire women community.  

 Generation of Heidi demands that she has to become an independent woman in a 

male – dominated world. As the play closes this success seems hollow to Heidi. She 

hopes feminism will provide solidarity and significant status to her and her fellow 

women. Her women friends are caught into superficial happiness and material 

success. Susan changes her personality several times. Debbie is bracketed to herself 

in protest of art institute. Lisa submitted herself to the male dominancy of Scoop and 

yet got separated from him. Her submission turns into a failure though she is having 

material success. All other women were offer Heidi without active participation. 

Heidi has also a hard luck with men. Scoop, though he is destroyed totally yet his 

male instinct is never surrendered. In the company of Peter and Scoop Heidi’s life is 

unknowingly shaped by them. But at the end of the play her decision to adopt a girl 

child and her belief of the 21st century is the very thin ray of hopes. So for as 

individual part is concerned, adopting a girl child she achieves an independent 

success.  

2.  Friendships & Relationships  

 The important factors of this play are friendships and Inter-relations. All major 

characters carries the friendships. It can be differed as woman-man, woman-woman 

and man and man. The satirical point in this play is that relationship is also entitled 

as friendship.  

 There is a difference between friendship and relationship. ‘Friendship’ is 

between two or among more than two who do not depend on each other and they are 
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allowed to make decisions for themselves. ‘Relationship’ – In a committed source of 

agreement, the way which two people are connected to each other and decisions are 

always taken mutually.  

 The main difference is that “Friendship and pure and without expectation and 

Relationship is purposeful and with expectation” 

 In this play some of the characters has taken both with misconception. Peter and 

Scoop are friends but they are jealous with each other on Heidi’s issues. They both 

and Heidi are friends since long time. But here also scoop has relations with Heidi. 

On his side he always forces her according to his standards and on the contrary Heidi 

takes him as a friend without any expectation. We notice it throughout the play 

Scoop could not marry Heidi because he thinks she competes. He is not fair in 

friendship. He has taken it as relationship.  

 Peter, he is also a friend of Heidi. But he did not like her relations (physical) 

with Scoop. He always tells her that she could get better friend. Here also Peter is 

demoting himself to be her friend for relations. Heidi admits that Peter could have 

been better that Scoop. After the marriage of Scoop and Lisa are no longer close to 

him.   

 Susan and Heidi are friends several times Susan comments on Heidi’s 

behaviour. According to Susan Heidi should pay respect to men. Here the friendship 

is mistaken.  

 Other female characters Denise, Becky, Debbie all carries the friendship 

conveniently they did not trespassed friendship but they never thought about each 

other. Here the pureness in friendship is wiped out.  

This all character is friends and on some occasions they are in relations. Thus the 

both are existed in the play as per the conditions arises.  

3.  Setting of the play  

 The play Heidi chronicles has numerous locations and it carries the span of ‘24’ 

years i. e. 1965 to 1989. The prologue of Act I and Act II has the same location and 

the same year too. The main plot of the play is told through a series of flashbacks 

carries the life of Heidi from teenage to adult age.  

 Act – I – Prologue – It opens in a lecture hall at Columbia University Heidi is 

describing the pictures of renounced women painters of 18th century which were 
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neglected them as women. Thus to topic sentence on the play is opened by Heidi the 

year is 1989.  

 Act I – scene – I – It opens at sanitarium of school, the year is 1965, with 

flashback. Atmosphere is light Susan and Heidi appears on the scene. A boy asks 

Heidi for a dance she denies and on her denial Susan is angry she feels that Heidi 

should pay respect to men. Heidi is reading poem about death on which Peter is 

surprised. The location is very suit for the beginning.  

 Act  - I – Scene II – It also opens at the dance hall in Manchester New 

Hampshire the year is 1968, just the three years later the first scene. The occasion is a 

part of Eugene McCarthy for the campaign of his candidature. Heidi is lingering 

around the food table. Scoop appears comment on McCarthy with gradation. First 

time in the play the issue of women equality raised. Here Heidi and Scoop relation 

get started.  

 Act – I, Scene – III – It is church basement hall, the year is 1970. A sort of 

meeting is formed here. The other characters are introduced with their own life 

stories. The location is church basement it can be interpreted that the topic of the play 

gets start with the witness of god. Act – I, Scene – IV – This scene is located out side 

the Chicago Art Institute the year is 1974. The preparation of march against the 

injustice about women. The women artists are excluded from the exhibition and 

presentation by curator. The reaction begins in the art school. The location is 

significant.  

 Act I – Scene V – This is the last scene of the Act – I, It shifts to ballroom of 

Pierce Hotel, the year is 1977. Most of the female characters along with Peter and 

Scoop are present. The Occasion is of marriage ceremony. The location is suit to the 

occasion but all the characters again converted the situation from marriage to the 

discussion one women equality. It goes at personal level and ends with reconciliation 

between Heidi and Scoop. Here ends the Act – I.  

 Act – II Prologue – It is as usual is taken at the very place of prologue of Act – I. 

But further all scenes are taken in New York City.  

 Scene – I – It occurs in Scoop and Lisa’s apartment in 1980. The Scene is the 

baby shower celebration and all renders to Lisa. But again the discussion dragged out 

to over male mentality.  
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First time n the play the scene is shifted to the house.  

 Act – II, Scene – II – Exactly two years later in 1982 this scene is shifted to a 

television studies. Heidi, Scoops and Peter are invited for interview for the show 

Hello, New York. This scene also wasted in dispite. It we take the scene in the 

present scenario we find that same this. On TV show normally the people are invited 

too render the better guidelines or make spectator acquainted to the successful men 

and women. Here in this play the same intension is carried out, but as usual it does 

not convey any message and ends in despite.  

 Act – II, Scene – III – It is taken in a restaurant in 1984. All female friends are 

together for lunch. All they discussed about their developments and new problems. 

Noting important happens the lunch programme is shitter in the discussion.  

 Act – II, Scene – IV – Venue is Plaza Hotel in 1986. Heidi is invited to address 

to alumni on the topic “Women, Where Are We Going”. Heidi is totally diverted 

from the topic and given the speech in her own problems and what happened to her 

on last day.  

 Act – II, Scene – V – In this scene Heidi visits to the Hospital and meets Peter in 

Children ward. The year is 1987. Christmas Eve, Midnight, Heidi is with the boxes 

to donate the gifts to the children. This scene also ends in dispute.  

 Act – II, Scene – VI – This scene is shifted to Heidi’s apartment She has 

adopted girl child. Scoop comes to her. He is totally destroyed and it is by himself 

not by any other person. Heidi raises her child and says that 21st century will be of 

the women. These are the hopes only.  

 Concludingly we can say that the venue f every scene is just caused but the 

characters coverts it in dispute. Some scenes are suggestive and some are just the 

place having no significance.  

4.  Point of view and Narrative structure 

 The play Heidi Chronicles is episodic and taken through flashback. Two 

prologues and fourth scene in the second act they are monologues. The writers view 

is to approach direct to the audience. Here the writer has not taken any special efforts 

to create any drama and action. Direct communication method is applied for one way 

speech the writer has not applied any special method of narrative technique.  
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 In other scenes writer wants to donate that any thought for any movement must 

have the proper action and the same is lacking here. Writer may intends to notify that 

many movements are resulted aimless due to this problem. The characters 

themselves are not bound to and particular print of view, and that may be the point of 

view of the writer.  

 The male character as usual is against the equality the women. The narrative 

technique applied in the other scene is quite good. Because if conveys what the 

writer wants to inform to the audience. In the monologue scene it is very aptly taken, 

because in these scenes direct address to the audience and not need to create any 

drama and action to explain the scene.  

 The writer is successful in both so far as the point of view is concerned she is 

clear and she used the mouth piece Heidi the major character. In narrative technique 

the beginning and the end in all scenes taken to the proper height and the end of the 

play leaves the ray of hope for the further. Thus the writer is well successful convey 

the message with the particular point of view.  

5.  Symbolism and Imagery 

 Symbolism mean to denote something and imagery means creates image in the 

mind.  

 In Heidi Chronicles Wasserstein used the symbols in several way. She used 

songs to links scenes and emphasized the symbolic meaning. She used famous songs 

of the contemporary age in this play. A famous song “Respect by Aretha Franklin” is 

very aptly used. She is the part of feminist movement. The song conveys the 

meaning that the women seek the little respect. The word R-E-S-P-E-C-T is repeated 

by chorus and the backup singers. The song describes that the woman knows she has 

everything for her man, she never does any wrong with man she always paid 

‘respect’ to man and she wants the same ‘respect’ in returns by the man. This song is 

symbolically used by the writer. 

 At the end of the first act the famous song “U Send Me” is applied very aptly. It 

is a romantic sing which speaks of love that elevates the person taking them above 

the trivial concerns of the world. But in this play the song is having bittersweet 

context. Heidi loves Scoop but she knows that it cannot have the lasting relationship. 

In the second act she sings the some song for her daughter, here the song is having 
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the pure meaning and symbolizes the purer love of Heidi to her daughter and the 

romantic meaning is converted into the pure love between mother and daughter.  

 More feral (gloomy) symbolism is found in Heidi’s lectures in two prologues 

and in one scene. In the prologues the pictures of the famous women artists 

symbolizes the greatness. The pictures show the life of human being is momentary. 

Heidi says “We Both Must Fade” it shows that the famous painters were great then 

but they fade away in the time span, as Heidi is also will fade away by the time.  

 So far as imagery is concerned the characters are presented as they are. The 

dialogues of the characters are direct there is nothing hidden to create and particular 

imager.  

6.  Critical Comments 

 ‘Heidi Chronicles’ as it presented on the stage many comments came forward. 

The feminists critics welcomed and appreciated it because the play was about 

women’s issues as the women. The women depicted in the play with their living life 

in the modern structure and their protest against the male dominancy. Some critics 

commented that the characters are not fully developed according to the feminist 

movement. Even Heidi which is the protagonist of the play merely reacts while the 

male charcters tries to dominate. But some criticess thought that Wendy Wasserstein 

atleast opened the topic of women issues. It became a famous play of ‘90’s’. The 

audience in crowed enjoyed and appreciated the play.   

 Here some critics commented the play as follows.  

 Geral Weals – He wrote that “Heidi is so muted in her behaviour that she 

servers as a little more than a foil (ineffective) more animated characters – a kind of 

wall on which Wasserstein can hang her snapshots.  

 John Simon – He finds that the play is more effective that it had been in its 

previous, Off – Broadway (Broadway is a street that runs the length of Manhattan in 

New York City and it is famous for its theaters) While he still has complaints about 

certain aspects of the plot – notably the title characters unconvincing career. Simon 

finds the production to have considerable merit.  

 Thomas Lynch – He skillfully adopted his tongue-in-check scenery, Pat Collins 

made her good lighting even more evocative and bigger space allows, more rooms 

for the plays grand ambition to portray two decades of change in our society. It is 
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really a difficult one to carry the situation and time span of ‘twenty four years’ while 

performing on the stage.  

 Mimi Kramer – She offers positive reviews of the plays off – Broadway (mini 

theater having sealing capacity below the 500 seats) debut Praising the playwright 

for avoiding moralizing in her work.  

 There are the comments are of both sides the positive and negative it is true that 

the play Heidi Chronicles was named the best new play of 1988-89 season by the 

New York Drama critic circle. It won ‘10’ votes out of ‘18’ voting members.  

 Over all we can say that construction of the play itself is somewhat loose. 

Episodic nature of the plot weakens the impact of the play. The end of the play seems 

to contrived and does not fit with the tone of the rest of the play. Wasserstein 

sometimes can’t balance savagery and heart. But her satire is faithful and not empty. 

She has a strong point in her satire to make, about lost values. ‘Heidi Chronicles is an 

effective start for feminist movement.’      

2.4 Check your progress.  

I) Fill in the blanks with the correct alternatives given below each –  

 1. The play covers the period of ____________. 

  a) 20 years  b) 21 years  c) 24 years  d) 25 years  

 2. The Prologue of Act I and Act II both are taken in ____________. 

  a) 1989  b) 1988 c) 1987 d) 1986 

 3. In the Prologue of both acts Heidi show the paintings of _________ 

painters.  

  a) native  b) filmstars c) Animals d) Still-life 

 4. In Prologue the writer wants to state that all the objects we are carrying 

with care they will be ___________ in the passage of time.  

  a) forever  b) extinguished c) long lived  d) last long 

 5. The first scene of the first act opens at sanitarium of school in ________.  

  a) 1965  b) 1966 c) 1967 d) 1988 
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 6. Susan is Heidi’s _____________.  

  a) best friend  b) favourite student   

  c) stack enemy   d) younger sister 

 7. In the first scene of act first Heidi is reading the poem __________ of 

Emily Dickenson. 

  a) Success is Counted Sweetest.  b) Wild Nights – Wild Nights! 

  c) Death Be Not Proud. d) I felt a Funeral, In My Brain. 

 8. _____________ has a bad habit to comment anything with grading.  

  a) Scoop Rosenbaum  b) Engene McCarthy  

  c) Peter Patrone    d) April Lambert 

 9. Heidi is graduating in _______________.  

  a) Physics  b) Chemistry  c) Botony  d) Art History  

 10. ___________ both are protesting against the institute for not including 

women artists in exhibition.  

  a) Molly and Lisa  b) Heidi and Susan   

  c) Heidi and Becky  d) Heidi and Debbie 

 11. The medical text “King Ginger Goes to the Hospital” is written by 

_________.  

  a) Lisa  b) Molly  c) Peter  d) Heidi 

 12. The first scene is of Act Second Heidi attends the function of ‘Baby 

Shower’ for ____________.  

  a) Susan  b) Molly  c) Debbie  d) Losa  

 13. Scoop married with ____________.  

  a) Heidi  b) Lisa  c) Denise  d) Lilly  

 14. ‘Baby Boom Generation’ this phrase is used to those people who born 

between the period of ___________. 

  a) 1920 to 1938  b) 1936 to 1954 c) 1946 to 1964 d) 1956 to 1974 
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 15. The TV anchor April refers ____________ as Peter Pans.  

  a) Scoop  b) Peter  c) Lisa  d) Susan 

 16. Later on in the play Peter confesses that since ‘25’ years he is wasting 

madly for the Love of ____________.     

  a) Susan  b) Heidi  c) Molly  d) Becky  

 17. __________  accepts that he is self indulgent and spoiled man with 

superficial values.  

  a) Scoop  b) Peter  c) McCarthy  d) John  

 18. ____________ is the mouthpiece of the writer Windy Wasserstein.  

  a) April  b) Susan  c) Lisa   d) Heidi  

 19. Scoop calls Heidi that she assumes herself to ‘prissy’ – here ‘prissy’ means 

_____________.  

  a) excessive respectable  b) moderate   

  c) arrogant   d) playful 

 20. At the end Heidi lifts up the girl child and says “A Heroine for the 21st 

Century”, This tag line of the play is a ___________ end of the play.  

  a) perfect  b) suitable  c) dragged    d) complete  

II) Match the pairs –  

(Column ‘A’ contains the name of the character and column ‘B’ contains their 

particular) 

A B 

1) 

2)  

3)  

4)  

 

5)  

6)  

Heidi Holland 

Susan 

Fran  

Jill  

 

Becky  

Debbie 

1) 

2)  

3)  

4)  

 

5)  

6)  

Daughter of film maker ED Groves  

Disturbed woman of ‘40’ 

Best friend of Heidi 

Young girl of ‘30’ and of loose tongue 

(language) 

Protagonist of the play 

Doctor and successful pediatrician 
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7)  

8)  

 

9)  

10)  

11)  

12)  

13) 

Molly  

Lisa 

 

Denise 

Betsy  

April Lambert 

Scoop Rosenbaum  

Peter Patron 

7)  

8)  

 

9)  

10)  

11)  

12) 

13)  

Host of TV show Hello, New York 

A managing editor of magazine ‘Boomer’ 

A Journalist  

Scoop’s wife  

From Montana Women’s Health and Legal 

Collective  

Production assistant of TV show Hello, New 

York   

A student of Chicago Art Institute  

 

III)  Write the following statements ‘True’ or ‘False’.  

1. Heidi is independent yet she finds her life empty.  

2. Susan agrees with the concept of woman equality and strongly against the 

men. 

3. Becky is disturbed woman but she gets the happiness in the company of the 

women.  

4. Debbie is the curator of Chicago Art Institute. 

5. Molly is the host of TV show Hello, New York. 

6. Scoop likes Heidi’s caustic or penetrative side of her nature.  

7. Peter Patrone is strong opposer of feminism.  

8. The quest of identity is the primary theme of the play.  

9. Episodic nature of the plot strengthens the impact of the play.     

10. The end of the play is complete and suitable.  

2.5 Key to check your progress  

I) Fill in the blanks.  

 1) 24 years 2) 1989 3) Still-life 4) Extinguished 

 5) 1965  6) Best friend 7) Death Be Not Proud  

 8) Scoop Rosenbaum 9) Art History 10) Heidi and Debbie 

 11) Lisa  12) Lisa 13) Lisa 14) 1946 to 1964 
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 15) Peter  16) Heidi 17) Scoop 18) Heidi 

 19) Excessive Respectable 20) Dragged 

II) Match the pairs. 

 1) Protagonist of the play  

 2) Best friend of Heidi 

 3) Young girl of ‘30’ and of loose tongue (language) 

 4) Distributed women of ‘40’.  

 5) Becky – Daughter of film maker ED Groves. 

 6) A student of Chicago Art Institute. 

 7) From Montana Women’s Health and Legal Collective 

 8) Scoop’s wife  

 9) Production assistant of TV Show Hello, New York. 

 10) A managing editor of magazine ‘Boomer’.  

 11) Host of TV Show Hello, New York.  

 12) A Journalist  

 13) Doctor and Successful Pediatrician.  

II) True or False. 

 1) True  2) False 3) True 4) False 

 5) False  6) False 7) True 8) True 

 9) False  10) False 

2.6 Exercise  

i) Evaluate Heidi Chronicles on the basis of various characteristics of 

Feminist Drama.  

ii) Compare and contrast the character of Scoop and Peter. 

iii) Character of Heidi as a mouthpiece of Wendy Wasserstein.  

iv) Comment on the end of the play Heidi Chronicles. 
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2.7  Reference Books 

i) The Heidi Chronicles and other plays  

 Vintage Books 

 A Division of Random House, Inc. New York  

ii) American Women Playwrights –  

 Edited By – Brenda Murphy  
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Unit-3 

The Bluest Eye 

- Toni Morrison 

 

Content:  

3.1 Objectives  

3.2 Introduction   

3.3  Toni Morrison- Life and Career. (1931-2019) 

3.4 Novels of Morrison 

3.5 The Novel at a glance and summary of the novel 

3.6 Plot Summary 
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3.7 Chapter Summaries 

 3.7.1 Check your progress - II 

3.8 Characters 

3.9 Symbols in the novel 

3.10 Thematic Concern  

3.11 Questions for discussion 

3.12 Suggested Books for Reading 

 

3.1 Objectives 

After studying this unit, you will be able to 

 know about the life and works of Toni Morrison. 

  understand the characters in the novel. 

  understand the theme and narrative technique applied in the novel. 

  find relationship between characters and symbols. 
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3.2 Introduction 

 In this unit, we are going to read Toni Morrison’s legendary novel The Bluest 

Eye.  This unit dwells upon the life and works of the eminent American Nobel 

Laureate Toni Morrison. It synopsizes the summary of the novel and critiques on the 

principal characters, themes and narrative techniques. It also facilitates self-study by 

providing discussions on important questions and the characters in the novel.  

3.3 Toni Morrison - Life and Career. (1931-2019)  

 She was born Chloe Wofford in Lorain, Ohio, on February 18, 1931, to George 

and Ramah Wofford. Her father had moved north from Georgia as part of the Great 

Migration (a mass migration of African Americans from the South to the North and 

West in the 20th century) and worked multiple jobs to make ends meet during the 

Great Depression. Morrison was the second of four children. When Morrison was 

young, a landlord tried to evict the family because they couldn't afford rent; he set 

fire to the house with the Woffords inside when they refused to leave. Morrison 

heard this story often in a household that emphasized black musical and storytelling 

culture, where everyone told stories, sang songs, and spoke of their dreams "with the 

same authority that they talked about what 'really happened.'" Morrison's novels, 

plays, and librettos (texts for musical theater) are rooted in this African American 

Style of lyrical language used for storytelling, a "back-and-forth conversation 

between the storyteller and the audience." Like the narrator of The Bluest Eye, 

Morrison was nine years old in 1941, and she grew up during the Great Depression. 

She worried that integration as a social practice to combat segregation would damage 

her sense of black community.  

Early Career: 

 In 1950 Morrison enrolled at Howard University, where she majored in English. 

While in college, she changed her name to Toni, a shortened version of Anthony. 

After graduating from Howard, Morrison earned a master's degree in English at 

Cornell University in 1955. Two years later she returned to Howard University, 

where she taught English. There she joined a writer's group, which encouraged 

Morrison to write fiction. Soon she began a short story that eventually developed into 

her first novel, The Bluest Eye (1970). Also while teaching at Howard University, 

Morrison married a Jamaican architect, Harold Morrison, and had two sons with him. 
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Eventually she divorced Harold and moved in with her family before moving to New 

York. 

3.4 Novels of Morrison 

 Morrison’s first novel The Bluest Eye was a step to be a writer but the novel 

was criticized for portraying the ugly truth of the black life in its raw form. The novel 

has a unique place in Morrison’s life as “it comes out of a spiritual loneliness when 

she was a divorced, single mother, (...) and was trying to establish herself in the work 

world with a little support system.” (Holloway 31) The Bluest Eye shows that the 

stereotypical image of race as superior and inferior leads to total destruction not only 

of a particular generation but of the whole nation. The story moves in and around a 

teen black girl Pecola who is a victim of race and sex both in the comfort zone of her 

home and community which is believed to be the safest place for a girl. She gets 

biased attitude both from the whites and blacks, the Geraldine. Because of her 

father’s sexist outlook, she goes through an irrational state of mind and falls prey to 

her own ignorance.  

 Morrison’s second novel Sula is a lavish piece of work which beautifully 

interprets love between two females where the varied world of the black male is 

discerned from the varied world of the female. The relationship between female and 

female bonding is more powerful than male and female. The unconditional love of a 

mother Eva Peace for her children and love between two female friends Sula and Nel 

shows that no two species love is as strong as the love of two female species. Sula 

portrays race and gender oppression. Her unconventional lifestyle is marked as a sin 

by the people of Bottom. On the contrary, when Helene Sabat Wright faces 

derogatory racial remarks, as a substitute she gives a broad grin, which shows the 

defencelessness of the blacks against Jim Crow Laws.  Most  of  the  incident  in  the  

fiction  reflects  the  truth  prevailing  in  the  American  society  at  large.   

 The third fictional novel Song of Solomon (1974) is a genuine piece of work 

which is considered Morrison’s first classic and lyrical novel. It is different from her 

other novels as the protagonist is a male and the motif of music is heard and felt 

throughout the novel. Morrison’s brilliant imagination and love for her dynamic 

character is reflected in the names, as the Mercy Hospital is called ‘No Mercy’ and 

the first black baby born in it, is Milkman Dead. The contemporary folktale twirls 

around an unconventional name Milkman Dead whose quest for identity takes him to 
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his ancestral place from where he learns about his great-grandfather Solomon. And, 

the bequest of slavery and racism that has created economic, political and cultural 

ugliness in the American society. He discovers his familial heritage and gains 

awareness about the pain and agony; brutality and deprivation his ancestors have 

endured to survive and be a part of the hegemonic world. 

 Morrison’s fourth creative writing Tar Baby (1981) is the novel which draws 

our attention to feminism, racism, and classism. Morrison’s delicate and powerful 

character through the setting describes the chauvinism present between the black and 

white, it discloses all the shades of liability and infidelity within black society. It’s an 

attempt of Morrison to break the myths that the whites have knitted about the blacks 

and present the black world as it is at its core. Tar Baby a challenging book reflects 

the disagreement and quarrel based on cultural partiality and intolerance which 

shows the blacks alienation from their root.It shows the shades of the inconsistency 

of a woman who has rejected her real heritage and cultural background to a foreign 

standard of living. 

 The fifth marvelous work of fiction, Beloved was a triumph for which Morrison 

received the “Pulitzer Prize” in 1988. Beloved reflects the truth of its age which is 

about a fugitive black slave woman, Margaret Garner who killed her daughter when 

she was about to be caught by her white master. In 1865, before going for 

prosecution she was surrounded by journalists and their questions. To each of their 

queries, she tries to justify her cruel act by saying that it was the only way she knew 

to prevent her child from the atrocious world of slavery. While editing The Black 

Book Morrison came across the truth from various newspaper clippings. This 

incredible truth haunted her memory, till Morrison found a medium to decant it as a 

powerful, captivating and mysterious fiction.  

 Morrison’s Jazz (1992) is a genre of music translated into literature, it is 

melancholic, vivacious and still unmoved narrative, set in the New York City during 

1920’s Harlem Renaissance. Edna O’Brien in his reviews said that “This, however, is 

not Victorian England, but Harlem in the 1920's, Harlem still relatively innocent, 

when crimes at least were crimes of passion and pity in some currency, Harlem 

permeated with the thrum of music, Harlem to which those black people who had run 

from want and violence came to find their stronger, riskier selves. The novel looks 

into the human perception that shapes the individual psyche and emphasizes on the 

endless transform of life. Toni Morrison’s Jazz is a symbol; it has the same Harlem 
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setting of Black musical culture, heritage, and tradition. The music, style, idea, 

writing, and structure in the novel blend with African Americans distinct approach 

towards life and thought. The Blues and Jazz are the spiritual, sacred and pious black 

music’s which flows spontaneously in a natural way to freshen up the moods of the 

tired black slaves. It is an art form through which the slaves pacify their 

distinctiveness.  

 Morrison’s seventh uncompromising work Paradise(1998) portrays the 

astounding description of a black utopian society; which is highly provocative, 

ecstatic and terrifying. The story is set in the middle of 1970’s in an all black 

community Ruby in rural Oklahoma. It is a visionary work of Morrison where each 

chapter has a beautiful name Ruby, Mavis, Grace, Seneca, Divine, Patricia, 

Consolata, Lone, and Save-Marie. The beginning opens with a horrendous scene of 

mass violence where four innocent young females were brutally murdered inside the 

Convent. The black men of Ruby were subjected to double discrimination from both 

whites and blacks that forced them to commit the heinous crime.  It is a story of 

redemption, rebirth, and forgiveness where Morrison weaves myths, history into the 

memory of unforgettable past. According to Morrison the novel Paradise is the end 

of a ‘trilogy’ which started from Beloved and Jazz. Michiko Kakutani says 

Morrison’s Paradise “addresses the same great themes of her 1987 masterpiece, 

‘Beloved’: the loss of innocence, the paralyzing power of ancient memories and the 

difficulty of accepting loss and change and pain. It, too, deals with the blighted 

legacy of slavery. It, too, examines the emotional and physical violence that human 

beings are capable of inflicting upon one another.  

 The eighth work of fiction Love (2003) is a striking mysterious family story 

which shows the countless aspect of love and the conflict arising out of it. The 

project explores the Afro-American history and culture, a wealthy man’s commune 

life and his obsession with woman. The story puts in picture the secret life of Bill 

Cosey, the owner of Cosey Hotel and  Resort, his relationship  with several  women 

and  the  gloominess that engulf the ambience after  his death.  With Love, Ms. 

Morrison targets her usual mostly female and black audience, depicting African-

American characters and splashing flashbacks of the Civil Rights Movement 

sprucely throughout.  

 Morrison’s novel Home (2012) is about a Korean War veteran who is mentally 

disturbed and the difficulties he comes across because of racial discrimination in his 
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journey to home. Home literally means the country, the motherland for whose honor 

he encounters the dangerous war, but after returning to his own country feels 

neurotic. Frank is an angry young black man who suffers from post-traumatic stress 

disorder, like the black war veteran Shadrack in Sula. The novel explores the 

scenario of 1950 America when life appears to be comfortable, happy, nostalgic, 

after the Korean War. “Morrison returns to the 50s, an era she remembers, to mine 

the traumatic possibilities of the Korean War and of biological experiments on 

African-Americans. The two themes could have together neatly--black soldiers were 

experimented upon, to America’s eternal shame--but as one of Morrison’s subjects 

has always been violence against black women, she makes the victim of medical 

experiments the sister of a soldier.”  

 The fiction, God Help the Child (2015) is about a very black girl, Lula Ann 

called Bride. A bride is a black, beautiful young lady with a prominent career in a 

cosmetic company. She had a pathetic childhood memory which hurts her every now 

and then. As her light colored father left her mother because he assumed that the 

baby was not from him. And, later on the rejection of her mother constantly reminds 

her of her ugliness. Morrison portrays the 21st century’s modern principle which is 

totally different from her previous work. “Child abuse cuts a jagged scar through 

Toni Morrison’s ‘God Help the Child,’ a brisk modern—day fairy tale with shades of 

the Brothers Grimm: imaginative cruelties visited on the children; a journey into the 

woods; a handsome, vanished lover; witchy older women and a blunt moral—‘What 

you do to children matters. And they might never forget.’” (Kara Walker) 

 The fictions of Morrison are an expansion of the history and recollection of the 

Afro-American strength, success and Folkways. It reveals the truth of the society as 

it is and portrays the unspeakable telling of the blacks from one generation to 

another.  

3.5 The Novel at a glance: 

Author :  Toni Morrison 

Year Published : 1970 

Perspective and Narrator: 
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Some chapters of The Bluest Eye are told through first-person narration by the 

character of Claudia. Other chapters, such as those that focus on the Breedlove 

family, feature an omniscient third-person narrator. 

Tense : The Bluest Eye is written in both the present tense and the past tense. 

About The Title : Pecola, one of the African American main characters, longs to 

have "the bluest" blue eyes because she believes her life will be better if she has the 

blue eyes of a little white girl. 

3.6 Plot Summary: 

Autumn: 

 The book is set in 1941, and much of it is narrated by a young African American 

girl, Claudia MacTeer. Claudia lives with her parents and her older sister Frieda. A 

man named Mr. Henry rents a room from her family, and he likes to tease Claudia 

and Frieda. Claudia mentions another African American girl, Pecola, who goes to 

stay with the MacTeers after her father, Cholly Breedlove, tried to burn down the 

Breedloves' home. Pecola and Frieda bond over an appreciation of Shirley Temple, 

whom Claudia dislikes. Claudia also dislikes white baby dolls, which people try to 

give her as gifts. While Pecola is staying with Claudia’s family, she begins 

menstruating. Pecola's family moves into an abandoned storefront. Her father, 

Cholly, drinks frequently and works very little. Her mother, whom Pecola calls Mrs. 

Breedlove, is a housekeeper for a white family. Mrs. Breedlove and Cholly fight 

violently, and Pecola tries to hide from her parents' fighting. Pecola wants to have 

blue eyes. She believes if she had blue eyes her parents wouldn't fight any more. 

Winter: 

 At school Pecola, Claudia, and Frieda must deal with a classmate named 

Maureen Peal. Maureen is a lighter-skinned African American child, and almost 

everyone loves her. Claudia and Frieda are reluctant to trust her, and their reluctance 

is proved right. When she gets angry, Maureen is quick to insult Pecola, Claudia, and 

Frieda. Claudia and Frieda fight back, but Pecola does not. 

Spring: 

 One day Claudia comes home to find Frieda crying because. Henry, their 

family's boarder, tried to molest her. Their father tried to kill Mr. Henry, but now 
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Frieda is frightened because someone said she might be "ruined." To avoid being 

“ruined," the girls think Frieda should drink alcohol, and they decide to get some 

from Cholly, Pecola's father. They find Pecola waiting outside the house where her 

mother works. Mrs. Breedlove invites them inside for a few minutes. They are 

challenged by a little white girl who lives there, and Pecola accidentally spills a pie. 

Mrs. Breedlove scolds Pecola harshly but speaks gently to the little girl.  

 The next two chapters describe the personal history of Mrs. Breedlove and 

Cholly. As a child Mrs. Breedlove, whose first name is Pauline, suffered a foot 

injury, which never fully healed. She was happy to leave her hometown when Cholly 

arrived. They had good times for a while, but now their relationship is mostly 

screaming and hitting each other. Cholly's chapter describes how he was abandoned 

by his mother as an infant. His great-aunt raised him, but she died when he was 14. 

Shortly after her funeral, Cholly's first sexual experience is interrupted when two 

white men catch him having sex with a girl. They insist Cholly keep going for their 

enjoyment. Afterward Cholly runs away. He lives on the road for years, which is 

when he meets Pauline. They marry, but Cholly loses interest in being with only one 

woman. He also doesn't know how to be a father because he never had parents when 

he was growing up. One morning, as he comes home drunk, Cholly sees Pecola 

standing in a pose that reminds him of Pauline. He tries to flirt with Pecola, and then 

he rapes her. Pecola visits Soap head Church, a fortune teller. She asks him to help 

her get blue eyes. Soap head tricks Pecola into poisoning his landlady's elderly dog, 

telling her if the dog reacts to the "treat" she gives it, the Lord will give her blue 

eyes. The dog dies, and Pecola runs away, terrified. 

Summer: 

 To earn money to buy a new bicycle, Claudia and Frieda travel the 

neighborhood, selling seeds. They overhear gossip in the neighborhood about Pecola: 

she is pregnant with Cholly's baby. Claudia and Frieda are sad for Pecola and the 

baby, whom nobody seems to want. They decide to bury their saved-up money and 

seeds as an offering to protect Pecola's baby. They believe if the seeds grow, the 

baby will be fine. Pecola has lost her mind. She believes she has blue eyes, and she 

thinks everyone ignores her now because they are jealousof her beautiful eyes. In 

conversation with an invisible friend, Pecola admits Cholly raped her more than 

once. At the end of the book Claudia is narrating once again. She says Pecola went 
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crazy and the baby died. Claudia reflects sadly on the way some environments never 

seem to provide nourishment for seeds—or people—to grow the way they should. 

3.6.1 Check your progress - I   

      1.  What is publication date of Morrison’s the Bluest Eye? 

  a) 1982 b) 1983 c)19 70 d) 1984 

 2.  The novel The Bluest Eye is divided in how many parts? 

  a) four b) Three   c) Six   d) Seven 

 3. Toni Morrison was awarded the Nobel Prize in Literature in – -year? 

  a) 1990 b) 1991 c) 1992 d) 1993 

 4.   The character Pecola and her mother Pauline, are fascinated by --?  

  a) Movie b) Poetry c) Novel d) Drama 

 5.  Which character of novel does first person narration?  

  a) Claudia b) Pecola c) Cholly d)Frieda 

Answers:  1. c, 2. a,  3. d,  4. a,  5. a 

3.7 Chapter Summaries 

Foreword: 

Summary 

 In the foreword Morrison expresses her goal for the book: to explore what 

happens when a person accepts "rejection as legitimate, as self-evident." Morrison 

describes an incident in her own childhood when a friend wished for blue eyes. The 

idea horrified Morrison. She writes, "Implicit in her desire was racial self-loathing." 

Morrison's other goal was to express "black culture" in language. 

Prologue 

Summary 

 The prologue begins with an epigraph: a parody of the Dick and Jane books, 

which were a series of learn-to-read books from the early 20th century. Using very 

short sentences to introduce new words slowly to beginning readers, the books 

describe the experiences of a pair of "average" children, their parents, and their pets. 
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The narrator states: "There were no marigolds in the fall of1941" and continues in the 

first person, explaining how she thought the marigolds did not grow because Pecola 

was pregnant with her father's child. The narrator worried about Pecola's baby being 

born safe and healthy, and the marigolds seem to represent the wish. The marigolds 

never grew, and Pecola's baby died. Pecola's father, Cholly Breedlove, died as well. 

The narrator says that, because the why of what happened "is difficult to handle, one 

must take refuge in how." 

Autumn, Chapter 1 

Summary 

 The chapter describes an ethnically diverse neighborhood: a Greek hotel, an 

Italian "next-door friend," and the African American narrator and her family. The 

"next-door friend, "Rosemary Villanucci, is evidently wealthier than the narrator and 

her family. Rosemary's father owns a café, and she sits "in a 1939 Buick"—an almost 

new car—"eating bread and butter."She won't let the narrator and her sister Frieda 

into the car, and the two of them are angry. The narrator says they will beat 

Rosemary up when she comes out of the car. The narrator describes her life in a 

matter-of-fact tone, but it sounds very difficult. They must go out at night to collect 

small bits of coal to heat the house. Their home has limited light and heat and is 

infested with mice and cockroaches. Adults speak only to give orders or to criticize. 

When the narrator, Claudia, gets sick, her mother blames her for it, even scolding her 

for vomiting. Narrator Claudia, as an adult looking back, says while her childhood 

was painful, there was also love. 

She describes how her mother cared for her, even while complaining. 

 Claudia's family takes in a "roomer," Mr. Henry Washington. Mr. Henry is a 

single man who will live with Claudia's family and pay rent. When Mr. Henry 

arrives, he is not expected to pay attention to the girls, but he does. He calls them 

"Greta Garbo" and "Ginger Rogers," names of two movie stars. He does a magic 

trick with a penny, encouraging Claudia and Frieda to climb all over him, looking for 

where the penny might be. Claudia says they loved Mr. Henry, "even after what 

came later." 

 Claudia and Frieda meet Pecola Breedlove when she is placed in their home. 

Her family is temporarily "outdoors" (i.e., homeless) because her father "burned up" 

their house and beat Pecola's mother. Claudia says ending up "outdoors" was a 
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constant fear in their childhood, usually expressed as a threat when they had been 

careless or had used too much of a precious commodity like food or coal. Sometimes 

people ended up outdoors through no fault of their own, but to end up outdoors 

because you were lazy or careless was "criminal."Pocola’s mother will live with the 

family she works for, and Pocola’s brother Sammy will stay with another family. 

Cholly, Pocola’s father, is in jail. Pocola arrives at their house with nothing and must 

share a bed with Claudia and Frieda, but the three of them still have fun. 

 Pecola and Frieda bond over their appreciation of Shirley Temple, whom 

Claudia dislikes. Claudia connects Shirley Temple to the baby dolls she sometimes 

gets for Christmas. Claudia hates the dolls and struggles to understand why people 

prize them so much. She even breaks the dolls apart in an attempt to find what makes 

them special, which angers the grown-ups. Claudia says no one ever asked what she 

wants for Christmas; instead they give her things she is supposed to like. Claudia 

reflects on how her hatred of baby dolls mirrors her dislike of little white girls. She 

wants to know why people think white girls are so much prettier. She wishes she can 

take apart a white girl like she takes apart a doll. Eventually she learns to pretend to 

appreciate Shirley Temple. 

 As Claudia, Frieda, and Pocola try to figure out a way to pass the time, Pecola is 

horrified to find blood dripping down her legs. She has begun menstruating, although 

only Frieda recognizes what is happening. Frieda orders Claudia to get some water to 

clean up the bloodstain on the steps while she takes Pocola into the bushes on the 

side of the house. Eager to see what will happen, Claudia follows them. She sees 

Frieda take off Pocola’s soiled underwear and put a "cotton thing between Pocola’s 

legs. Rosemary, their white neighbor, sees them and decides they are "playing nasty" 

and screams. Mrs. MacTeer, their mother, grabs a "switch" to beat them with and hits 

Frieda a few times before the "cotton thing" falls from under Pocola’s dress. Claudia 

and Frieda explain, and their mother stops hitting them and brings them inside. She 

takes Pocola into the bathroom to clean up, and Claudia hears her mother laughing. 

Later Pecola wonders how the blood signifies her ability to have a baby. Frieda is 

vague, saying "somebody has to love you." Pecola wonders how you get a person to 

love you, but Frieda does not answer. 
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Autumn, Chapter 2 

Summary 

 The chapter begins with a few lines from the Dick and Jane parody The lines 

focus on Dick and Jane’s "very pretty" house. This signifies a shift to an omniscient 

narrator, not Claudia MacTeer. Like the Dick and Jane lines this chapter is about a 

home: the Breed loves' home in an old storefront. Their home consists of a "front 

room" and a bedroom. The front room has two sofas, a piano, and an artificial 

Christmas tree. The bedroom has a bed for Pecola, one for her older brother Sammy, 

and one for Cholly and Mrs. Breedlove. The bedroom has a stove in the middle of it 

for warmth. There is a kitchen in the back and a toilet bowl, but no real bathroom. 

The furniture is old and of poor quality. No one has ever loved it or made good 

memories on it. The entire space is joyless, in part because of the struggle to obtain 

these things. 

Autumn, Chapter 3 

Summary: 

 This section begins with lines from Dick and Jane, focusing on Dick and Jane's 

family crucially, the lines stop before the word happy. This chapter transitions from 

the storefront house to the people inside it: the Breedlove family Pecola's mother, 

Mrs. Breedlove, is angry because Cholly, Pecola's father, got drunk the night before. 

Now it is morning and Mrs. Breedlove is ready for a fight. She tries to send the hung-

over Cholly to get coal, but he refuses. While she could get the coal herself or send 

one of the children for it, she wants to fight with Cholly.  

 Morrison says Mrs. Breedlove "needed Cholly's sins desperately" because it 

allows her to feel superior to him. Cholly also needs her because he can hurt her 

when he is angry at the world. They beat each other up on a regular basis. Sammy, 

now a teenager, has sometimes intervened in their fights, but Pecola never does. Mrs. 

Breedlove dumps cold water on Cholly to wake him up. He retaliates, beating her. 

She manages to escape, and Sammy, their son, attacks Cholly, whom Mrs. Breedlove 

knocks unconscious with the stove lid; she then orders Sammy to get up and fetch 

coal. Pecola wishes to have blue eyes. She believes if she had pretty blue eyes her 

world would be better. Her parents wouldn’t fight, and kids at school wouldn't pick 

on her. She fantasizes about eyes like something in a Dick and Jane book, although 

she thinks of other names: Alice and Jerry and their dog Jip. 
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She prays for blue eyes, believing only a miracle could make her pretty. 

 Pecola goes to a store run by white people to buy some penny candy. Morrison 

says the white shopkeeper cannot see her because there is no reason for a white man 

to need to see a little African American girl. He is not helpful, but Pecola eventually 

gets her candies. She is embarrassed and angry about what happened. Pecola soothes 

herself by eating the candies, which have a picture of "Mary Jane" on them: a white 

little girl with blond hair and blue eyes. Above the Breedloves' storefront home three 

prostitutes live in an apartment. Pecola knows them as Miss China, Miss Poland, and 

Miss Marie. She likes to visit with them. They seem to be ina constant state of 

getting ready to meet a man, whom Pecola thinks of as "boyfriends"—but the three 

women hate all men and are ready to cheat them. They do not explain to Pecola 

about sex, but they are not attempting to shield her either. 

 They tell tall tales about their exploits—Miss Marie suggests she helped J. 

Edgar Hoover, the FBI director, catch famous criminal John Dillinger—and they 

laugh at each other and at themselves. 

 Pecola is curious about what "love" feels like. She has conflated love and sex 

and remembers what she has seen when Cholly and Mrs. Breedlove have sex. She 

thinks about the songs she hears the prostitutes singing and wonders if the songs 

explain love. 

Winter, Chapter1 

Summary:  

 This chapter returns to Claudia's perspective. It is winter and they are cold. 

Claudia describes how her daddy fights valiantly to keep the house warm. At school 

the girls have a new classmate: a girl named Maureen Peal with light skin, green 

eyes, and fancy clothes. She is popular with both students and teachers, but Frieda 

and Claudia resent her. They tease her and call her names. Maureen is assigned a 

locker near Claudia’s, and one day she offers to walk home with them. They find 

Pecola surrounded by a bunch of boys who are tormenting her. Frieda and Claudia 

break up the teasing and the boys, embarrassed by Maureen's presence, give up. 

Once they are gone, Maureen takes Pecola's arm and begins chatting as if they are 

close friends. 
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 As they walk Maureen sees a store where they can get ice-cream. She offers to 

buy some for Pecola, but not Claudia or Frieda. Maureen says her family gets money 

by suing businesses, including the chain store they are about to use. 

 They walk home, Pecola and Maureen eating ice cream and Maureen talking. 

Maureen says she menstruates, and when Pecola asks her questions, she tries to 

answer them. But Maureen is not perfectly informed about menstruation and 

pregnancy either. Maureen asks Pecola if she has ever seen a naked man, and Pecola 

gets upset. She says, "Nobody's father would be naked in front of his own daughter," 

although Maureen had not mentioned fathers. Maureen questions Pecola on the 

subject, and Claudia and Frieda stand up for Pecola. Maureen becomes angry and 

yells the same insults the boys had been shouting at Pecola, calling them all "black 

and ugly" as she runs away. 

 Claudia is frustrated when Pecola collapses under the insults rather than fighting 

back. Claudia and Frieda head home without Pecola, wondering if Maureen might be 

right. When they get home, Mr. Henry offers them money to go get ice cream. 

Instead they go to a nearby shop to buy candy. They get home faster than Mr. Henry 

expects and see him with two “bad" women: China and a woman they call the 

Maginot Line. The Maginot Line's name is a joke: the Maginot Line was a line of 

French defensive outposts that supposedly would protect France from the Nazis. In 

reality the line was easily taken by the Nazis. Thus "Maginot Line" would be a 

topical and clever nickname for a prostitute, who presumably wouldn't fight very 

hard to prevent someone from taking over her body. Mr. Henry is entertaining 

prostitutes in their house while their mother is gone. Claudia and Frieda hide until the 

two women leave. Frieda asks him who the women were, and he claims they were in 

a Bible study class with him. The girls don't believe him but decide not to tell their 

mother. 

Winter, Chapter2 

Summary:  

 This chapter begins with Dick and Jane run-on lines about a cat. The omniscient 

narrator describes a particular type of African American woman who comes from 

“quiet black neighborhoods" where life for African Americans is slightly better. 

These women know how to get along with white people. They follow a precise 

beauty routine; earn a college degree that will help them please white people, and 
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suppress any "funkiness" of real emotions. They keep their husbands and their 

houses under strict control to maintain their ideal. If they love anything, it might be a 

pet. Shifting to a specific example, the chapter narrows in on Geraldine, her son 

Louis Junior, and her cat. Junior likes to hurt the cat because his mother loves it 

better than him, but he otherwise obeys his mother. Geraldine tells Louis they are 

“colored people" and are better than "niggers." Junior plays with white children, 

though he secretly admires the "black boys." One day he sees "a very black girl"—

Pecola—and asks her to play with him. She avoids him until he says he has kitten sat 

his house. She is impressed by his beautiful house. When she asks for the kittens, he 

throws his mother's cat in her face. 

 The cat scratches her and Pecola starts to cry, but after its initial fright the cat is 

friendly to Pecola. That infuriates Junior. He grabs the cat and throws it against the 

radiator. Junior’s mother, Geraldine, comes in, and Junior blames it all on Pecola. 

Geraldine sees Pecola as a symbol of all the African Americans she has tried to 

reject. She calls Pecola a "nasty little black itch" as she comforts the cat confused and 

unhappy, Pecola leaves. 

Spring, Chapter1 

Summary: 

 One day Claudia comes home and finds Frieda sobbing in the bedroom. Frieda 

says Mr. Henry touched her breasts. Claudia is curious about how it felt, but Frieda is 

upset by the whole thing. Frieda told her parents, and they threw Mr. Henry out of 

the house. Their father hit Mr. Henry and tried to shoot him. Now Frieda is crying 

because someone told their mother Frieda might be "ruined." They associate "ruined" 

with being a prostitute and assume it means Frieda will get fat. Frieda and Claudia 

conclude drinking whiskey will save Frieda, so they set off to find Pecola because 

her father drinks whiskey. Pecola is not at home, but the Maginot Line—the one 

Pecola calls Miss Marie—is there. She tells them Pecola went to Mrs. Breedlove's 

job. They find Pecola there, and Pecola's mom invites them inside for a moment 

while she gathers laundry for Pecola to carry home. While they wait, a little blond 

girl comes in looking for "Polly." Pecola accidentally spills a berry cobbler on the 

floor, making a mess and burning herself. The little girl gets upset. Mrs. Breedlove 

smacks Pecola for making a mess but soothes the blond girl. 
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Spring, Chapter2 

Summary: 

 This chapter's run-on Dick and Jane lines are about their mother 

(SEEMOTHER), and the chapter focuses on Pauline 

 Williams Breedlove, Pecola's mother. Morrison describes Pauline's early life 

and how she met Cholly. The chapter is partially told through a narrator, while 

italicized sections present Pauline's version of events. 

 An accident at age two left Pauline with a permanently damaged foot, but 

Morrison says Pauline's dreams really died when her front tooth rotted away. Pauline 

is always different and separate from others. She daydreams about a man who will 

rescue her from her boring life, and Cholly Breedlove finds her. He is gentle with her 

and loving and they laugh a lot. The two of them marry and move to North. 

 Pauline struggles to adjust to northern living—so many white people and no 

family around. She clings to Cholly, and he resents this. To earn money Pauline gets 

a job cleaning and cooking for a white family she neither likes nor respects. Cholly 

shows up at her job one day, frightens her employer, and gets Pauline fired. Her 

former employer encourages Pauline to leave Cholly and come back to work, but 

Pauline thinks "none too bright for a black woman to leave a black man for a white 

woman."Cholly is pleased when Pauline gets pregnant, but she is still unhappy, alone 

in their shabby rooms. Going to the movies becomes her chief indulgence, and for a 

time she aspires to be as beautiful as a movie star. But after neglected dental care 

makes her front tooth fall out, Pauline gives up on beauty. 

 When she goes to the hospital to give birth, she is forced to listen to a doctor 

explain how African American women are no different than horses, so they require 

limited medical attention. 

 She gets no joy from her children, only more reasons to complain and worry. 

She becomes the provider for the family, turning to responsibility and religion. She 

gets a job with a wealthy family and enjoys all their lovely things, choosing to ignore 

her own shabby life as much as possible. She still remembers the good times with 

Cholly and the good sexual experiences they had, but those days are long gone. She 

tries not to think about them anymore. 
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Spring, Chapter 3 

Summary: 

 This chapter's run-on Dick and Jane lines talk about the father, and the chapter 

focuses on Cholly. Cholly’s mother abandoned him on a junk heap when he was four 

days old. His great-aunt Jimmy raised him. He never knew his mother, and his father 

had left town before he was born. Aunt Jimmy dies when Cholly is 14.After the 

funeral Cholly and his cousin Jake go for a walk with a couple of girls. The two pairs 

get separated, leaving Cholly alone with a girl named Darlene. She touches him in a 

suggestive way, and they start to have sex. Two white men catch them, shining a 

flashlight on them. The white men order Cholly to keep having sex while they watch. 

Cholly is embarrassed, as is Darlene, but they cannot refuse. The two men eventually 

leave, but Cholly and Darlene are both deeply upset by what happened and barely 

speak to each other. 

 Later Cholly starts to worry Darlene will be pregnant. He decides to run away to 

look for his father. He does odd jobs to earn money for a bus ticket. He goes without 

food and even avoids using the bathroom to make sure he doesn't miss the bus. He 

finds his father, a short and balding man, in a pool hall. He can't bring himself to 

confront him, and his father—who does not know him—yells at him to leave. 

Outside the pool hall Cholly collapses, crushed by his father's rejection. His bowels 

give way and he "soiled himself like a baby." Cholly runs to the river to hide. At the 

river he cleans himself and finally is able to grieve for Aunt Jimmy. Cholly has 

nothing to lose. Morrison summarizes many years of his life, saying he has more 

women, more violence, and more drinking than he can ever remember. He was free 

and "god like" when he met Pauline, but he has no idea how to be a husband or a 

father. 

 One morning he comes home drunk and finds Pecola washing dishes. He feels a 

complex mixture of emotions toward her: guilt and pity love and hate. Her 

movements remind him of the first time he met Pauline, and he responds to Pecola in 

an affectionate, almost flirtatious way. Pecola is shocked. Cholly enjoys her shock, 

and he rapes her. Pecola loses consciousness. Cholly leaves her on the kitchen floor, 

covered by a blanket. 
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Spring, Chapter4 

Summary 

 This chapter's Dick and Jane lines refer to a dog. The chapter introduces a new 

character: Soaphead Church, an old man who loves things but dislikes people. 

Soaphead's real name is Elihue Whitcomb, and he grew up in a distinguished mulatto 

family (part African American, part Caucasian) in the West Indies. Soaphead has a 

very peculiar attitude toward life and people. He fails sexually with adults but 

molests young girls in a "clean and good and friendly" way, he says.  

 Eventually he immigrates to the United States and becomes a fortune teller. He 

doesn't make much money, but he lives simply, renting rooms from an old lady in 

town. Soaphead's chief complaint about his rooms is his landlady's old, deaf dog, 

who he wishes would die. One day Pecola appears at his door. She does not give her 

name but stands in the doorway, "her hands folded across her stomach, a little 

protruding pot of tummy." She tells Soaphead she "can't go to school no more" and 

asks him to make her eyes blue. Soaphead feels such sympathy for her that he wishes 

he really could do magic. He tells her if God wants her to have blue eyes, he will 

give a sign. Soaphead sprinkles something on a piece of meat and tells her to give it 

to the old dog. If the old dog reacts, her wish will be granted. The meat is poisoned, 

and the dog dies painfully in front of Pecola. Pecola runs away and Soaphead writes 

a long letter to God. 

 He reviews his family's history and his sexual experiences with grown women 

and young girls, which he tries to justify. He challenges God for abandoning Pecola 

and claims he is like a god himself because he gave Pecola what she wanted. He 

concludes the letter, looks briefly through his things, and lies down in "an ivory sleep 

from which he could not hear." 

Summer, Chapter1 

Summary: 

 Claudia and Frieda travel around to local houses, selling seeds. If they sell 

enough, they hope to get a new bicycle. As they troop from house to house, they hear 

gossip about Pecola. She is pregnant with Cholly's child. Cholly has gone. Mrs. 

Breedlove beat Pecola, and the community seems divided about whether Pecola 

might be partially to blame for what happened. The girls are angry on Pecola's 
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behalf. They look for someone—anyone—who will feel sorry for her and her baby, 

but everyone is shocked and horrified instead. Claudia, with her dislike of white baby 

dolls, is especially bothered by the fact that no one wants this African American 

baby. She and Frieda are matter of fact about Pecola being pregnant without being 

married, which is common in their neighborhood. Since they are hazy about how 

pregnancies occur, they do not understand why it matters that her father is the baby's 

father. They decide to sacrifice their bicycle money to please God and ensure the 

baby will live. They bury the money they already earned and plant the seeds in their 

yard. If the seeds grow,they will take it as a sign God will let the baby live. 

Summer, Chapter 2 

Summary: 

 The chapter is written as dialogue, alternating between sentences in italics and 

sentences in plain text. Pecola talks to another person, mostly about her new blue 

eyes. Pecola says most people no longer look at her. She is surprised no one 

compliments her blue eyes but says she no longer attends school because the people 

there are "prejudiced" against her blue eyes. 

 As the "conversation" continues, it's clear something is not right. Pecola's 

"friend" is invisible to everyone else. The friend appeared around the same time 

Pecola got her blue eyes. Pecola insists Cholly never did anything to her but later 

admits Cholly did "something" to her another time on the couch. Pecola shows 

increasing anxiety about her eyes, worrying they are not "blue enough." 

 After a break of a couple blank lines, the story continues in Claudia's voice. 

Claudia says the baby was born prematurely and died. Pecola loses her mind and is 

seen wandering through the neighborhood, gesticulating senselessly. Claudia and 

Frieda feel they failed her because their flowers never grew, and they avoid her. 

 Claudia says Sammy, Pecola's brother, ran away, and Cholly was gone. Mrs. 

Breedlove continued to care for Pecola, who never recovers. Claudia says all of 

them—including herself and Frieda—dumped their ugliness on Pecola, and made 

themselves feel better because she was so obviously inferior to them Pecola "stepped 

over into madness" because of how she was treated. 

 Claudia says Cholly must have loved her, but love itself can be damaged by the 

person who loves. She talks again about the flowers that never grew—not only her 
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flowers but all the flowers in town that year—and how the environment was not right 

for them. The book ends with the idea that it's "much, much, much too late" to fix 

some environments that are hostile to growing things. 

3.7.1 Check your progress 

     1.  Which of the following is a characteristics of Pauline ? 

  a) She has blue eyes  b) She has bad foot  

  c) she has curved spine d) she is balding  

 2.  Why does Pecola stay briefly with the MacTeers? 

  a) Her father has raped her b) she has run away  from home  

  c) Her father has tried to burn down their home   

  d) she is visiting her friends Claudia and Frieda  

 3.  Who does live above the Breedloves’ apartment? 

  a)  three Prostitues b) Henry Washington   

  c) Soaphead Church d) The MacTeers 

 4.  Where does Mr. Breedlove work? 

  a) At a restaurant  b) At the local School   

  c) at the home of white family d)At the MacTeers Home  

 5.  What is Soaphed church’s occupation? 

  a) A dream interpreter  b) a Preacher  

  c) a doctor  d) A Scholar 

 6.  What was  the Breedloves’ apartment formerly used as? 

  a) Clinic  b) a storage room  c)A Store  d) Hotel 

 7.  What kind of pets does junior have?  

  a) A Cat and kittens b) a dog and puppies  

  c) Frog and tadpoles d)  a duck and ducklings 

 8.  Who temporarily befriends Pecola after Pecola is teased by boys? 
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  a) Junior  b) Maureen Peal  

  c) Claudia MacTeer d) Rosemary Villanucci 

 9.  What is Pauline doing when she meets Cholly?  

  a) Doing the Laundry b) Auditioning for movie role   

  c) Fighting with her first husband  d) Standing in the garden 

 10.  Whose cat is Pecola blamed for killing?  

  a) Geraldine’s  b) Mrs.  MacTeers  

  c) The Maginot Line’s d) Her Mother’s 

 11.  What  does happen to Sammy at the end of the story?  

  a) He  attempts to kill his father b) He helps Pecola escape  

  c) He runs away for good  d) He is beaten by his mother  

 12.  Who does take refuge in  the movies ? 

  a) Claudia  b) Pauline c) Pecola  d) Sammy 

 13. What does happen after Aunt Jimmy’s funeral? 

  a) Cholly has sex for the first time b) Cholly beats up a younger boy   

  c) Cholly becomes ill  d) Cholly kills three white men 

 14.  Where does most of the action in the novel take place? 

  a) Princeton, Kentucky b) Lorain, Ohio  

  c) Macon, Georgia  d) Crossvillie 

 15.  What Flower does  Claudia and Frieda plant to save Pecola’ baby? 

  a) Marigolds  b) Roses  c) Dendelions  d) Lilacs 

3.8  Characters: 

Major Characters: 

• Claudia MacTeer:  

 She represents the author, Toni Morrison, as a young girl. Claudia feels strongly 

about her identity as an African American girl, and she is troubled by the cultural 
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messages she hears, which suggest a white girl is better or more beautiful. Claudia's 

life is not easy, but she has energy and determination to survive. 

• Pecola Breedlove: 

 Pecola Breedlove believes she is ugly because everyone has told her she is ugly. 

She is convinced she needs blue eyes so her parents will never fight and only good 

things will happen to her. After she is raped by her father, Pecola goes to a local 

fortune teller to get blue eyes. By the end of the novel she has lost her mind and 

hallucinates, believing she has obtained blue eyes. 

• Cholly Breedlove: 

  Cholly Breedlove is defined by two early incidents: his abandonment by his 

mother and the trauma of his first sexual experience, when he is forced to have sex 

while two white men watch him. Morrison describes Cholly both as "angry" and 

"free." Cholly drinks heavily and seems to be constantly resentful of his wife and 

family. Although he does rape and impregnate his own daughter, Morrison attempts 

to create a nuanced portrait of Cholly and does not paint him as a monster. 

• Pauline Breedlove: 

 Pauline Breedlove is always set apart from others, in part because of her injury. 

She is happy to marry Cholly and fights, for a time, to keep his interest. She becomes 

convinced it is impossible, just as she resigns herself to the idea she could never be 

beautiful. Instead she embraces religion and creating "perfection" for her white 

employers. She makes no space for The Bluest Eye perfection or love in her own 

home. Her children call her Mrs. Breedlove, although her employers call her Polly. 

• Frieda MacTeer and Claudia: 

  Frieda MacTeer and Claudia are together throughout much of the book, though 

Frieda is older and somewhat more knowledgeable. Frieda understands menstruation, 

for example, and tries to help Pecola. But Frieda's knowledge is comically limited on 

the subject of "ruined" women and making babies. Frieda is another version of a 

"normal" African American girl—not as aggressive or militant as Claudia, but still 

far more secure in her own identity than Pecola. 
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Minor Character List : 

• Claudia MacTeer  narrates sections of the book. She is a young African 

American girl trying to figure out the world. 

• Pecola Breedlove is Claudia's friend and a young African American girl who 

believes if she had blue eyes she would be beautiful and her life would be good. 

• ChollyBreedlove  Pecola's father, was abandoned by his own parents and raised 

by a great- aunt. He rapes Pecola more than once and gets her pregnant, then 

abandons the family. 

• Pauline BreedlovePecola's mother is called Mrs. Breedlove by almost 

everyone, including her children. She has a deformed foot as a result of a 

childhood injury. 

• Frieda MacTeer Claudia's older sister Frieda MacTeer spends a lot of time with 

her. Frieda is traumatized when Mr. Henry tries to molest her. 

• Sammy Breedlove Pecola's  brother, is an angry young man who is a few years 

older than Pecola. 

• Miss China is one of the prostitutes who live in the same building as the 

Breedlove family. 

• Soaphead Church is a fortune teller from a respectable "mixed blood" family. 

Pecola comes to Soaphead to ask for blue eyes. 

• Darlene is Cholly's first sexual partner, but when they are caught by two white 

men the experience becomes traumatic. 

• Geraldine is Junior's mom. Morrison describes her as a certain type of African 

American woman who avoids messy complications and attempts to control her 

life. 

• Jake is one of Cholly's cousins. Jake is slightly older than Cholly, and he 

encourages Cholly to flirt with Darlene. 

• Aunt Jimmy is Cholly's great- aunt; she raised him, having saved him after his 

mother abandoned him on a junk heap. 
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• Junior is Geraldine's son, an obnoxious child who torments Pecola and injures 

his mother's cat. 

• Miss Marie is one of the prostitutes who live in the same building as the 

Breedlove family. Pecola calls her Miss Marie, while Claudia and Frieda call 

her the Maginot Line, a nickname based on a World War II reference. 

• Mr. MacTeer Claudia's father, is not present often in the book. He chases Mr. 

Henry away after Mr. Henry tries to molest his daughter Frieda. 

• Mrs. MacTeer Claudia's mother is a strict woman who often complains about 

her children. At the same time her actions demonstrate how much she really 

loves her daughters. 

• Maureen Peal is a classmate of Claudia, Frieda, and Pecola. She is lighter 

skinned and has nicer clothes than most of the other children in the 

neighborhood, but she is not a kind person. 

• Miss Poland is one of the prostitutes who live in the same building as the 

Breedlove family. 

• Rosemary Villanucci is a little girl who lives next door to Claudia and Frieda. 

Her family is evidently wealthier, and Rosemary has an uneasy relationship with 

Claudia and Frieda. 

• Mr. Henry Washington, also called Mr. Henry, is a boarder at the MacTeers', 

but he is kicked out after he tries to molest Claudia's older sister Frieda. 

3.9 Symbols in the novel: 

A)  Light Eyes: 

 In a book titled The Bluest Eye eyes are an obvious symbol. Pecola, like many 

other characters, sees light eyes (e.g., blue or green eyes) as a sign of beauty. But for 

most African American people, light eyes are a physical impossibility. 

 Morrison uses this admiration for light eyes as a symbol of how African 

Americans learn to hate their own identities. 

 It suggests the possibility of inter racial heritage, which may carry with it 

emotional baggage from slavery or other racist practices. By suggesting those with 
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light eyes may, in fact, be worse off, Morrison encourages all readers, but 

particularly African Americans, to appreciate who they are. 

B)  Flowers: 

 Early in the book Morrison writes about marigold seeds that do not grow. 

Claudia connects these seeds to Pecola's baby, but in Morrison's mind flowers have a 

greater significance. Flowers represent a rooted and happy community, a place where 

things—and people—can safely grow. Nothing grows well in Claudia and Pecola's 

community, not even marigolds that usually grow easily .Morrison writes about how 

many African Americans could not own a home and were constantly threatened by 

the fear of being "outdoors." Owned homes are described as "hot houses unflowers 

among the rows of weeds that were the rented houses." Renters may be reluctant to 

plant seeds in the ground when the landlord could evict them at any moment. Poorer 

people have less money and time to lavish on growing abundant displays of flowers. 

The flowers most consistently mentioned in Claudia and Pecola's neighborhood are 

sunflowers, which grow easily and produce edible seeds, and dandelions, which are 

weeds. 

C)  Movie Stars: 

 The movies were a major influence on popular culture in 1941.Throughout the 

book, characters refer to movie stars in an admiring way. Pecola idolizes the child 

star Shirley Temple, a little blond girl with blue eyes and a sunny disposition that 

was extremely popular in the 1930s. Mr. Henry teases Frieda and Claudia by calling 

them Greta Garbo and Ginger Rogers, the names of two movie stars famous for their 

glamour and their beautiful (white) faces. Greta Garbo was an exotic beauty who 

usually starred in romantic films, while Ginger Rogers was a famous dancer who 

often performed in musicals. Later in Pauline's chapter, she describes how she 

aspired to be as beautiful as a movie star until her tooth fell out .Any girl or woman 

in the 1940s might aspire to be Shirley Temple, Greta Garbo, or Ginger Rogers. But 

for the female characters in The Bluest Eye, these images also represent the 

unattainable goals society has given them.  
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3.10 Thematic Concern: 

A)  Self-Loathing: 

 In the foreword Morrison states one theme of the novel: self loathing, and what 

it will do to a person, particularly a child. Morrison believed cultural pressures in the 

United States inspired self-loathing in many African Americans. This self loathing 

stems from what African American sociologist and writer W.E.B. Du Bois referred 

to as "double consciousness." where African Americans are taught by the dominant 

culture to hate their own identities. In the novel the most obvious example of this 

self-loathing is Pecola's desire for blue eyes, but almost every African American in 

the novel demonstrates some self-loathing. 

 Claudia is the sole character who steadfastly expresses her preference for 

authentically African American experiences. Her family tries to give her white baby 

dolls, which she dislikes. Her sister Frieda and Pecola share an enthusiasm for 

Shirley Temple, but Claudia resents little Shirley. Pecola's family is full of self-

loathing. Morrison says they believed they were ugly. They look at themselves 

through the eyes of white people, and they do not like what they see. Pecola's 

mother, Mrs. Breedlove, has a damaged foot and a rotted-away tooth, but her belief 

in her own ugliness shapes her behavior more than those real physical ailments.  

B)  Dangers of Love: 

 Morrison repeatedly raises the question of love. What is love? How does love 

happen? In The Bluest Eye love is dangerous. Love is first mentioned in relation to 

Pecola and her baby. The first time Claudia speaks of love is not to her parents, but 

to Mr. Henry: "even after what came later," she says. Claudia describes pretending to 

love white baby dolls: "the conversion from pristine sadism to fabricated hatred, to 

fraudulent love."These loves are not purely positive: a baby conceived through incest 

and rape, a beloved adult who later molests a little girl, a faked love for toys so adults 

will be satisfied. At the end of "Autumn" Pecola asks, "How do you get somebody to 

love you?" Claudia says such a question "had never entered my mind," but it 

expresses how difficult Pecola's childhood has been.  

 Throughout the book the lines between love and sex, between love and abuse, 

are constantly crossed. Pecola hears about love from the prostitutes who live above 

her, yet these women do not love their clients. They hate men in general, but they 
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still talk about "boyfriends." In the same way Soaphead Church insists he "loved" 

little girls when he was really molesting them. Cholly never really learned how to 

love. He was abandoned by his parents and raised by a great-aunt. He hears himself 

described as "Jimmy's boy, the last thing she loved," even as he is unable to grieve 

for her. Later, when he finally can cry for Aunt Jimmy, he remembers her holding 

food out to him "with affection." 

3.11 Questions for discussion 

1.  Write an essay on the appropriateness of Claudia as the main narrator in The 

Bluest eye. 

2.   Analyze the significance of symbols used in the novel.  

3.   Discuss various themes in The Bluest Eye by Toni Morrison? 

4.   Explain plot of the novel The Bluest Eye? 
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